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Protesters
face rain,
traffic woes

Environment
not among
top issues
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Almost 30 years after the inaugural Earth Day, Americans are
broadly supportive of the goals
of the environmental movement,
says a new Gallup Poll. But
they don't consider it a top priority.
"People care about it, but
it's not the most significant
issue," said Riley Dunlap, a
coordinator of the environmental poll for Gallup.
Four of five respondents said
they agreed with the goals of
the environmental movement
and more than two-thirds said
they were either active with the
movement or sympathetic to its
goals.
While 16 percent were actively involved in the environmental movement, another 55 percent were sympathetic to the
cause. That's higher than when
Gallup first asked the question
more than 20 years ago, when
six out of 10 were either active
or sympathetic.
The poll of 1,004 adults was
taken April 3-9 and has an
error margin of plus or minus
3 percentage points.
Dunlap said the public support for the environmental cause
was generally higher now than
it was when the first Earth Day
was celebrated 30 years ago.
But the levels of support
aren't as high as in 1990, after
several events drew attention
to the environment, most notably
the Exxon Valdez oil spill, global warming and medical waste
on the beaches.

Book details
stories from
abused women
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A
college professor and administrator will tell the stories of
seven battered and abused
women who killed or conspired
to kill their husbands, but had
their sentences commuted by
Kentucky's governor in 1995.
"Sisters in Pain" was written by L. Elisabeth Beattie, an
associate professor of English
at Midway College, and Mary
Angela Shaughnessy, legal
counsel and head of the doctoral program in educational
leadership at Spalding University. The book is scheduled to
be released this June.
On Saturday, four of the
women whose lives are chronicled in the book met in
Louisville. Joining them were
some of the people who helped
them fight for their freedom.
Those included Marsha
Weinstein, who headed the Kentucky Commission on Women
during then-governor Brereton
Jones' term; Helen HowardHughes, head of the parole
board when the women were
released; Joanie Abramson,
former parole board member;
and Chandra McElroy, who led
the women's support group at
the Kentucky Correctional Institution for Women at Pewee
Valley while they were incarcerated.
Howard-Hughes had been
interested in domestic violence
since the 1980s, when she
completed the first in-depth
statewide study on it.
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OFF TO THE RACE...Contestants in the Corporate Cup Kids Race burst from the starting line in
front of Murray High School Saturday.

MSU adds Internet auction option
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
In its fourth year, the Murray" State University Alumni
Auction has decided to go high-tech.
The auction, which will be held April 28 at 7 p.m.,
will utilize the Internet for this first time this year. Bids
for items are already being accepted on-line at www.murraystate.edu/ialu/auction.htm.
According to Sherry Purdom, MSU Alumni Association
media and special event coordinator, bids opened for 14
on-line items April 1 and will be accepted through April
27.
Those 14 items include a football package to the MSU
v. Western Kentucky game Sept. 30, a fishing package
with a licensed fishing guide on Kentucky Lake and a
weekend package at Green Turtle Bay in Grand Rivers.
Lori Pearson, who designed the auction's Web site, said

she relied heavily on other examples of on-line auctions.
The difference, she said, between the alumni site and sites
such as e-Bay is that the MSU site did not have to worry
about security measures as much.
"We won't get any credit card information or. anything
until after the auction," Pearson said.
As of Friday afternoon, the auction site had received
over 870 hits.
The on-line items will join the numerous other items
that will be up for bid on auction night. Those items will
include autographed sports and celebrity memorabilia, a
week in an Aspen, Colo., condominium, tickets to the new
Electrolux USA Championship Golf Tournament and entertainment packages to the Louisville Ballet and the Nashville
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Museum planners aim
to bring vision to life
FLORENCE, Ky. (AP) — A fundamentalist ministry is raising money for a museum based on the premise that dinosaurs
roamed the earth within the past few thousand years, that all people are descended
from Adam and Eve and that the Bible is a
literal account of creation.
Answers In Genesis recently won regulatory approval to build a museum and headquarters on 47 acres near Cincinnati/Northern Kentucky International Airport. Founder
Ken Ham plans a 95,000-square-foot building — as big as two football fields and
worth $8 million — to house an alternative
to "evolution-dominated" museums.
He envisions a walk-though history of the
world according to the Bible from the Garden of Eden to the tower of Babel.
"What we really are about is biblical
authority, telling people that the Bible is
God's word and the Book of Genesis is the
true history of the world," Ham said.
That view is becoming less entrenched in
the United States, according to Gallup Poll
findings. In 1962, two out of three Americans surveyed said "the Bible is the actual
word of God and is to be taken literally,
word for word." By 1998, one in three took
that stance.
Nearly half preferred a more flexible option:

"The Bible is the inspired word of God but
not everything in it should be taken literally."
The liberal, Washington-based civil liberties group People for the American Way took
its own poll on the issue recently and found
about eight in 10 U.S. adults support the
teaching of evolution, but nearly as many
believe creationism also has a place in the
curriculum.
"To put it simply, this poll shows that
most Americans believe that God created evolution," said Ralph Neas. the group's president.
Ham, 48, was a science teacher in Queensland, Australia, when he began to see a conflict between evolution and the Bible. After
work with the Creation Science Foundation
in Australia and the Institute for Creation
Research in San Diego, he founded Answers
in Genesis in 1994 and moved to suburban
Cincinnati for the same reasons several Japanese manufacturers have moved there — quality of life and easy access to an international airport.
His interdenominational ministry didn't draw
a great deal of notice until it proposed the
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CLEANUP TIME...Friends and neighbors Raymond Bynum and Toby
Runyon fill up trash bags with garbage as they clean up Bethel Church
Road Saturday morning.

Officials to review
Ohio River problems
after special events

Ve1/ 1 /1 1 III12.
Tonight.. Clearing. Low in
the mid 40s. Northwest wind
5 to 10 mph.
Tuesday...Mostly sunny. High
in the mid 70s.
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A dwindling band of proWASHINGTON (AP)
testers confronted -a steady rain and police reinforcements
today, seeking in vain to paralyze the business district
and shut down international finance meetings. There were
sporadic clashes with officers in riot gear.
By daybreak, authorities already had spirited most of
the conference delegates by bus to the meeting site in
the heart of downtown. And a feared massive traffic jam
didn't immediately materialize as many federal workers
followed the advice of superiors and took the day off.
But the morning wasn't problem-free for District of
Columbia police, who brought in some National Guard
twos to assist in handling the crowds of protesters. At
one intersection, helmeted police fired pepper spray to
disperse demonstrators who were trying to storm barricades. Some protesters donned gas masks.
"There was a convoy of delegates that got trapped by
the crowds and the officers were trying to get them out,"
said Police Chief Charles Ramsey.
Police said 60 demonstrators were taken into custody
and loaded onto a school bus, but the charges against
them weren't immediately known. Several hundred were
arrested Saturday and a few dozen on Sunday.
Others attempted to throw themselves at police vehicles today, and their mood remained defiant.
"We sent a message that business as usual will not
happen at these neocolonial, neoliberal institutions any
more," said Dorothee Benz, 35, of Brooklyn, N.Y.
Still, the protests were much smaller than those over
the weekend intended to disrupt the World Bank and
International Monetary Fund meetings. Several hundred
demonstrators were gathering at the Ellipse on the National Mall, within sight of the White House, for a planned

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
HEALTH CHECK ... MaryAnn Crutcher takes the temperature of a client Saturday during the annual Animal Health Day at the Carman Pavilion on College Farm Road.

LOUISVILLE. Ky. (AP) —
Coast Guard officials say they will
look for ways to make the Ohio
River safer for special events after
dangerous wakes caused numerous boat accidents in the minutes
following this year's Thunder Over
Louisville.
One woman drowned after the
boat she was riding in near the
Indiana shoreline sank shortly after
the fireworks display ended about
10 p.m. EDT Saturday night.
Leila Hill, 23, of Louisville,
died early Sunday morning at University of Louisville Hospital,
according to the Jefferson County Coroner's Office. Four others
in the boat were treated for
hypothermia.
Another boat capsized and sank
closer to the Kentucky shoreline,
sending six people into the water.
All were rescued and treated for
minor injuries.
About 400 boats gathered on

the river between Indiana and Kentucky to watch the annual fireworks display that kicks off the
Kentucky Derby Festival.
The problems that come with
such a massive gathering will be
reviewed over the next few weeks
by the Coast Guard and other
agencies, said Chief Warrant Officer Bill MacKenzie of the Coast
Guard Marine Safety Office in
Louisville.
MacKenzie said safety measures for the next Thunder do not
necessarily mean restrictions on
the number of boats in the water.
"It's a careful balancing act that
we have to do," he said.
Witnesses said waves crested
at up to 5 feet in the minutes
after the show.
So many accidents resulted that
officers began handing out delayed
accident reports for minor incidents,
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Pardue hurt in bicycle wreck

From Page 1
said Officer Robert Riven, a Jefferson County police spokesman.
The sheer number of boats contributed to confusion Saturday
night. Police initially thought three
boats were swamped, but later
learned there were only two.
"I'm surprised more people didn't get hurt," said Tommy Hill, Leila
Hill's husband.
The Hills were among five people aboard a 17-foot runabout operated by 25-year-old Patrick Ward,
police said.
Ward had tried to steer toward
shore after the show to let other
craft pass him. But the boat's
steering cable broke and it began
turning out of control until a wave
capsized it.
Leila Hill couldn't swim and
wasn't wearing a life vest, Tommy
Hill said. He .said he held her and
struggled to reach another boat.
The Hills were pulled from the
water, and river patrol boats took

them to Cox Park, where ambulance crews were waiting to rush
them to University of Louisville
Hospital.
Tommy Hill, 30, was released
from the hospital about 4 a.m. His
wife was pronounced dead about
a half hour later.
The problems weren't limited
to the water.
Police made eight arrests during the air show and Thunder,
most of them drug- or alcoholrelated, said Louisville police
spokeswoman Kim Kraeszig.
There were at least two reports
of shots fired, but police could
not confirm the noises were gunfire. The noise caused dozens of
people to start running, but there
were no reports of injuries, she
said.
Police also said 113 children
were reported missing in the course
of the day. All were eventually
reunited with their families.
Kraeszig said.

$800 cash, a videocassetterecorder
and a toolbox, with a combined
value of $1,670, were taken, he
said.
The boys' charges also are related to an incident that happened
about 1 a.m. Saturday on Cypress
Trail when they allegedly broke
into a truck owned by Terry Tanner
and took a compact disc player and
some tools valued at $2,350, Scott
said.
The CD player and a toolbox
were later recovered, he said.
Tanner, who reportedly heard
the break-in as it was happening.
shot at the suspects, causing them
to flee. Scott said.
The boys were later taken to the
McCracken County Detention Center.
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(Next to Pizza Hut)

Emery Keith Pardue. 47, a Tennessee Valley Authority employee,
was listed in critical condition in
the trauma unit of the Vanderbilt
University Medical Center Monday
morning, a Vanderbilt spokesman
said.
Pardue was transferred from
Trigg County Hospital, where he

From Page 1
museum.
"One lady accused me of being
Jim Jones come to get their children," Ham said.
Jennifer Warner, who lives about
a mile from the site, joined a lawsuit challenging the Boone County Fiscal Court's 3-1 vote to rezone
the land. She was afraid a museum would destroy the rural nature
of the area.
"Sewage is a major issue; traffic is another," Warner said. "It
never was about religion."
Fiscal Court Commissioner
Cathy Flaig cast the lone vote
against rezoning.
"This was a land issue and a
land issue only," she said.
Answers In Genesis has a staff
of 55, an annual budget of $5.5
million and a mailing list of more
than 100,000 people, Ham said.
It gets about two-third of its funding from donations, and the rest
from book sales, seminars and
magazine subscriptions.
Ham thinks an $8 million museum can be built for half that
because so many people have
offered to donate time and labor.
Creationism became a national
debate in 1925, when John T.
Scopes was charged with violating Tennessee law for teaching
evolution in high school. His conviction and $100 fine were overturned, but debate simmered. It
was rekindled last year when the
Kansas school board voted to
remove most references to evolution from state education standards.
Kentucky's Education Department has substituted "change over
time" in its guidelines instead of
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"A lot of people misrepresent
what we stand for," Ham said.
"We're not anti-science. We believe
in science. There's nothing an evolutionist observes in this world
that I would disagree with.
"We observe the fossil record;
we observe natural selection; we
observe mutation. We agree on all
those things. The difference is the
past.
"The difference between creation
and evolution is not religion vs.
science. It's the science of one belief
system vs. the science of another
belief system."
Ham contends that faulty science incorrectly dates fossils by millions of years.
Most texts say dinosaurs roamed
the Earth during the Mesozoic Era
about 65 million to 225 million
years ago. Ham says man and animals date only to the generations
named in the Bible, covering about
6,000 years.
Dinosaurs figure prominently in
plans for the museum. Ham has
a warehouse full of models and
is building more, including a 50foot tyrannosaurus Rex.
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AUCTION ITEMS
(From left) Neal Bradley, Sherry Purdom,
Sam Rickman and Dan Farris display some of the items that
will be up for bid April 28 at the annual Murray State University
Alumni Association Auction. Bradley and Rickman will be emcees: Farris will conduct the auction.

• MSU
From

Symphony.
Purdom said the wide array of
items that will be up for bid,
which range from an autographed
George Strait tour jacket to an
autographed Peyton Manning jersey, come from MSU alumni located throughout the country.
"We just pretty much tap into
alumni everywhere and their occupations," Purdom said. "They went
all out for it."
Alumni and university supporters have also proved in the past
that they go all out in the way
of bids as well. Purdom said that
the previous three auctions have
brought in nearly $40,000 combined.
All proceeds from the alumni
auction will go toward the renovation of the MSU Alumni Center, located in the former University Church of Christ Building.
In addition to live auction April
28, which will be held in the Curris Center Ballroom, a silent auc-

tion will be held in the Curris
Center Small Ballroom from 4
p.m. to 7 p.m.
Admission to the silent auction
is free, while admission to the
live auction will be $10. A reserved
table that sits six people can be
purchased for $150.
Purdom said there will be advantages to reserving a table. Each
person sitting at a reserved table
will receive a key to a "Night on
the Town" box containing over $400
worth of dinner certificates to area
restaurants and a raffle ticket for
a chance to win up to $1,000.
A special Reverse Auction,sponsored by Hopkinsville Federal Savings and Loan, Kopperud Realty,
Peoples Bank of Murray, The Murray Bank and Union Planters Bank,
will offer those who purchase a
$10 ticket a chance to win up to
$1,000.
For more information, call 7623001. Anyone wishing to donate
items to the auction should contact the alumni office at 762-3788
or 1-800-758-8510.

Ill Protesters
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Page 1

noqn rally. President Clinton was
out of town.
Some of them had marched earlier through the streets of the central city, chanting, "Whose streets?
Our streets," banging plastic buckets and carrying a variety of flags
and banners. One read "animal
rights activists say no to globalization."
Mayor Anthony Williams said
officials anticipated "some ratcheting up" of the confrontations
with protesters as the day wore
on.
"Our intent is to keep this under
control, to keep it peaceful and
to get through this," Williams said.
In an effort to keep problems
to a minimum, the federal government closed its agencies in the
potential protest zone, an 11-by8-block swath east and west of
the White House. Both the federal and local governments encouraged all but essential workers to
stay home on leave.
At least 70 National Guard personnel in camouflage gear took
up positions as reinforcements early
today near the World Bank and
International Monetary Fund buildings in the center of town.
On Sunday, many more demonstrators paraded through the cap-
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"evolution."
"The word is a lightning rod
that creates a diversion from what
we're teaching, and we did not
want to advocate a particular doctrine or a specific view," said
Deputy Commissioner Gene Wilhoit.
State law stipulates that teachers who cover evolution in class
can also teach "the theory of creation as presented in the Bible- and students who adhere to
the biblical account should get
credit on any exam.
In February, Oklahoma's attorney general said a state committee had no authority to require
that biology textbooks carry a disclaimer saying evolution is a "controversial theory" that can refer
"to the unproven belief that random, undirected forces produced
a world of living things."
The disclaimer was identical to
one that was added last year to
textbooks in Alabama.
The war also rages on the Internet, where the "No Answers In
Genesis!" Web site denounces the,
Answers In Genesis site.

Classifieds Mgr
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had been stabilized with a head injury, according to a hospital
spokesman.
Pardue was among members of
a bicycle tour when he apparently
fell off his bike near the intersection of Maple Grove and Beechy
Ford roads in Trigg County just after II a.m. Saturday, according to
Deputy Dane Hughes with the
Trigg County Sheriffs Department.
Hughes was unsure what caused
the accident, but noted that Pardue's injuries appear to have been
caused by the fall. Pardue was still
on a respirator as of Sunday,
Hughes said.

• Museum ...

Juveniles charged with
New Concord break-ins
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
County authorities have charged
three New Concord boys with felony charges stemming from two
weekend break-ins in New Concord.
Sheriffs officials arrested the
boys Saturday and charged two of
them with one count each of firstand second-degree burglary and
theft by unlawful taking more than
$300, according to Calloway
County Sheriff Stan Scott.
The other boy was,charged with
receiving stolen property more than
$300 for allegedly having a firearm
that was taken Saturday night during a break-in of the Larry Brown
home on Moody Lane. Scott said.
Several firearms. more than

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
An Almo man is listed in critical
condition in a Nashville, Tenn., after sustaining a head injury in an
accident during a weekend bicycle
tour in Trigg County.

"I've seen a whole lot less
property damage than after a Bulls
game in Chicago," said Han Shan,
a protest organizer from the San
Francisco-based group Ruckus.
Police sent buses under the early
morning darkness Sunday to pick
up world finance, ministers at their
hotels, then used circuitous routes
and U-turns to get them to work.

MFD responds
to Chestnut fire
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Murray firefighters were called
out to a fire that burned approximately one acre behind a Chestnut
Street home Friday afternoon.
Eight firefighters in three trucks
used shovels to put out the remainder Of the fire behind the Gaylord
Forrest home, a Murray Fire Department spokesman said.
The fire was reported at 4:44
p.m. The cause or origin was not
listed on a fire report, the spokesman said.
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2-3-21-25-29

S75.00
.,

ital in a show of celebration and
anger, punctuated by occasional.
confrontations.
Festive street theater with giant
puppets coexisted with confrontations between police trying to keep
the streets open and the finance
meetings safe and protesters agitating about the plight of the poor
and "decadence" of the rich.
At one point, police in riot gear
and on motorcycles charged into
a crowd that had surged toward
the police line. Police used pepper spray and what they said were
smoke bombs to drive back .the
protesters, who were convinced
they'd been tear-gassed.
But 'unlike the protests that overwhelmed police and smashed windows in rainy Seattle to disrupt
and block trade meetings late last
year, the weekend demonstrations
were largely nonviolent on a hot,
sunny Sunday.
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Columbine one year later: Much pain,slow change
LITTLETON, Colo. (AP) —
Richaid Castaldo's calendar reads
like a busy executive's Day-Timer.
There's a trip to Hawaii, hanging out with friends, the prom and
homework. Tucked in between is
the first anniversary of the
Columbine High School shooting,
which Itft Castaldo paralyzed.
It's a day that Castaldo plans
to pass quietly with his girlfriend:
other survivors are dreading it.
"It's been a very touchy period for everyone," said teacher Patti
Nielson, also wounded in the rampage. "Certainly, as we're approaching April 20, the circus is starting up again, and that's stressful."
"The circus." It has become the
catchall phrase for everything people here have come to detest since
the blood bath of April 20 thrust
the comfortable, placid Denver suburb into the gaze of a world aghast.
Now the spotlight is, back.
Authorities say,they expect 100,000
people — about three times the
population of Littleton — to visit
the school and park during the
week of the anniversary.
On the anniversary, classes .will
be canceled so students and staff
can hold a private remembrance
away from the spotlight. A public service is scheduled that afternoon in adjacent Clement Park,
where a makeshift memorial sprang
up after the tragedy. A candlelight
vigil will conclude the day.
Castaldo was sitting with Rachel
Scott outside the school when students Eric Harris and Dylan Klebold, both heavily armed and filled
with rage, opened fire. Castaldo was
hit eight times, surviving by play-

ing dead in a pool of his own
blood.
Klebold and Harris strode into
the building and scattered explosive devices and gunfire.
Nielson, monitoring the 'cafeteria, saw Harris, who smiled and
shot her in the shoulder. She ran
into the school's library, called
911 and then hid as Harris and
Klebold entered the library and
killed 12 students, a teacher, and
themselves.
About two dozen more people,
including Castaldo, were injured.
In the aftermath, from Hollywood to Washington, D.C., Americans struggled for an explanation
and looked for culprits: Too many
guns. Too little God. Crumbling
families, unsafe schools, violent
video games.
Columbine wasn't the last. In
May, a teen-ager opened fire with
a .22-caliber rifle, wounding six
Heritage High classmates in Conyers, Ga. In December, a 13-yearold student flied at least 15 rounds
at a middle school in Fort Gibson, Okla. And in February, a 6year-old was accused of fatally
shooting a classmate in Mount
Morris Township, Mich.
A year after Columbine, the
pace of change has been ponderous.
In the firearms industry, Smith
& Wesson, the nation's largest gun
manufacturer, has agreed to make
its handguns more childproof in
exchange for protection against
some lawsuits. Other gunmakers
have declined to follow suit.

ate in the wake of the Columbine
shootings but failed in the House
in June. A conference committee
set up to iron out differences has
met only once, last August.
On Wednesday Clinton visited
Denver to back a proposed Colorado gun-control initiative and
pressure Congress for similar action
nationally.
But he ran into opposition from
gun-rights groups, and at one town
meeting, was confronted by student Lance Kirklin, whose face
was partly shot off in the massacre. Kirklin told the president
he supports the right to own guns.
At the state level, Massachusetts has become the first state to
enforce consumer-protection regulation of handguns. There, rules
require that guns come with safety warnings, tamper-resistant serial numbers and indicators on semiautomatics that show whether a
bullet is in the chamber.
Last month, New York's Republican governor, George Pataki, proposed a package of "commonsense- gun-control
measures,
including making trigger locks
mandatory and requiring dealers and
manufacturers to send to a state
lab a test bullet and shell casing
from every handgun they sell in
the state.
Maryland passed legislation this
month requiring built-in locks for
all new handguns starting in 2003.
In Colorado, lawmOrers have
largely rejected new run-control
laws, prompting a citizens' drive
to put a gun-control measure on
A federal gun-control bill pushed the November ballot. It would
by President Clinton passed the Sen- require background checks on all

gun-show buyers. Harris and Klebold used four weapons purchased
legally at gun shows by other people.
Today, private dealers at gun
shows can still sell guns without
conducting background checks on
buyers.
"Columbine has clearly affected the public more than it has affected some elected officials," said
Tom Mauser, who has become a
gun-control advocate since his 15year-old son Daniel was killed at
the school.
Columbine has galvanized citizens at a grassroots level, Mauser
says,citing as an example his group,
Sane Alternatives to Firearms Epidemic, which is promoting the ballot measure.
"Because the politicians didn't
respond to Columbine. the people
are going to say, 'OK, I will,—
he said. "and it's going to create
momentum and energy."
Restrictions on violence in the
entertainment industry have also
proved elusive.
"Some states have come up
with (non-binding) resolutions,"
said Julie Thomerson, who heads
a school violence project at the Denver office of National Conference
of State Legislatures. "But it's difficult to legislate because of First
Amendment issues."
After the shootings, President
Clinton urged entertainment moguls
to tone down the violence, and
Congress has held hearings on the
issue. "I think a lot of it is kind
of political discussion, rather than
actual activity," Tbomerson said.
Some see changes that have
occurred in the entertainment indus-

try as short-lived and cosmetic.
For example, the title of a movie
about a high school teacher was
changed from "Killing Mrs. Tingle" to "Teaching Mrs. Tingle."
The WB network last spring postponed, but eventually aired, a segment of "Buffy the Vampire Slayer" that featured an attack on a
high school.
"I don't think that I've seen
any significant change in terms of
media offerings that are out there
for the kids," said David Walsh,
president of the Minneapolis-based
National Institute on Media and
the Family.
Violent video games. which have
always raised hackles, were criticized after Columbine because Harris and Klebold were devotees of
a game called Doom.
Walsh said the industry agreed
last year to an advertising code
that rules out slogans like "As
easy as killing babies with axes.'
as one game had been touted.
But efforts to stop stores from
selling and renting adult-rated
games to minors have fallen flat,
and on the whole, video games
are no less violent, he said.

hair green or making harmless
jokes misinterpreted as threats. Last
month, four children were suspended from their Sayreville. N.J.
kindergarten for three days for
pointing lingers at each other and
pretending to shoot during a "cops
and robbers" game.
Parents protested but school district officials defended the need
for a zero-tolerance approach.
In general. knee-jerk reaction has
given way to guidelines and procedures. Riley said. School-safety
experts stress closer ties between
schools and their communities,
something the Rev. Steve PoosBenson of Columbine United
Church sees more and more in
Columbine area.
"The school hoard has met with
ministers, politicians, the sheriff's
office, neighborhood groups," he
said. "You've got people who would
never have sat down together suddenly sitting down at the table
and talking."

"People locally, as. well as
nationally, are asking the question,
'What do we need to do to keep
these types of things from happening in our neighborhoods?" he
"They keep pushing the enve- said.
lope," Walsh said, "making them
"We've woken up, we're askgorier, more realistic, more violent."
ing the right questions," he said,
One area of real change is "but we've- got a lot of
catching
school safety.
up to do."
Pamela Riley, director of the
Center for the Prevention of School
"I think that someday we will
Violence, said schools are doing get to the point where there will
a better job of assessing safety no longer be school shootings,"
needs, keeping crime statistics and he said. "But that doesn't mean
identifying early warning signs.
we're done. It just means, we'll
Some schools went overboard. have to look for the next way
Ixpelled children for dying their that our children will cry for help."

Unknown patient gives to five others
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — On
a Sunday in late February, in a hospital somewhere in Kentucky, a patient was declared brain-dead.
The Kentucky Organ Donor Affiliates, the state organ allocation
agency, approached the family and
the family agreed to donate their
loved one's organs for transplantation.
That decision ended up preserving five other lives and making
medical history.
Each of the donor's seven transplantable organs — heart, two
lungs, two kidneys, pancreas, liver
— was intact and usable. Usually,
some organs are damaged, diseased
or otherwise unsuitable. In Kentucky, 85 individuals donated organs last year, but in only three
cases were all seven organs used.
The donor's name in this case
was not disclosed at the family's
request.
All the individuals topping the
waiting lists for these organs turned
out to be patients at the University
of Kentucky Medical Center.
Johnnie Burchfield, 56, was dying of congestive heart failure. His
heart, enlarged and failing after two
coronaries, needed a pacemaker
just to sustain a feeble beat.
On Feb. 27, the phone rang and
UK transplant nurse-coordinator
Julie Leigh told the Burchfields a
heart was available. The
Burchfields drove to Lexington
from their Louisa home that night.
Belinda Dudgeon,42, would not
have lived out this year. She had
been suffering for six years from
pulmonary fibrosis, a disease which
scars the lungs.
She also got a call on Feb. 27
from the UK Hospital.
Joe Neal suffered from the sarne
liver disease that killed one of his
brothers.
Neal, a former construction
worker from Mercer County, had
been ill since 1993. By this time.
the liver disease had reached its final stages.
UK called the Neals that same

Sunday night.
Steve Skaggs, 51, suffered from
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease — a catch-all term basically
meaning that his lungs just didn't
work anymore. Skaggs said it was a
legacy from 35 years of smoking
cigarettes, and breathing the air in
the steel mill at Ashland where he
worked.
In September 1999, he went on
the waiting list for a new lung. His
phone also rang that night.
Zach Stiltner, 42, of Richlands,
Va., had been losing his battle with
diabetes for 22 years. His kidneys
shut down in 1998, forcing him
into dialysis. The twice-weekly
treatments kept the father of two
alive, but left him utterly exhausted.
His doctors recommended a
double transplant: a kidney, plus a
new pancreas to cure the diabetes.
But after eight months, no organs had been found. Then his
phone rang about 1:30 a.m. Monday.
At the hospital where the donor
died that Sunday, a coordinator
from Kentucky Organ Donor Affiliates had compiled vital information about the individual: age, gender, race, height, weight. Those details were sent to Richmond, Va.,
headquarters of the national organ
allocation organization, the United
Network for Organ Sharing.
UNOS staffers had entered the
data into their computer, and the
names of desperately ill patients
waiting for organs in the Kentucky
area had popped up. The top names
were Johnnie Burchfield, Belinda
Dudgeon, Joe Neal, Steve Skaggs
and Zachary Stiltn'er.
When officials at Kentucky Organ Donor Affiliates received the
names, they began calling trans-
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plant surgeons at UK, where all
five patients were registered.
Rarely do all the organs from a
donor to go to patients at one center. Records indicate this was the
first time it had happened in Kentucky.
Early that Sunday night, more
than 60 specialists — from anesthesiologists to post-op nurses to support personnel — were assembled
at the hospital.
About 11:30 p.m. Sunday, UK
transplant surgeons Dr. Timothy
Mullett and Dr. Thomas Johnston,
accompanied by nurses, residents
and other assistants, were dispatched to harvest the seven organs
at the hospital where the donor
died.
There, they quickly operated on
the donor. Mullett removed the

heart and lungs, and left immediately to take them back to UK.
Johnston then removed the other
organs.
The first incision was made into
Johnnie Burchfield's chest at 1:54
a.m. Monday, and the surgeries
continued until Joe Neal's last incision was closed at 12:04 a.m. Tuesday.
The first days were tough.
Transplant surgery is so traumatic
that patients leave the operating
room in critical condition. Many
things can go wrong and
Burchfield, Dudgeon, Neal and
Skaggs all had problems.
Dudgeon and Skaggs remained
on ventilators because their new
lungs initially didn't function properly. Neal developed a bleed, and
was rushed back to surgery.

Baskets
Send a basket of Easter joy this year.
A unique gift that's sure to please. Choose from several prearranged baskets, or fill your own for a special personal
touch.
Call or visit today and discover hundreds of gift basket
options. There's a basket for every price range!

6tigUsh
10th & Arcadia, Murray, KY
753-0921 • 753-6909 Fax
New Store Hours: Mon.-Fri. 10-2
April 17-21,8-5
Call or Fax Order 24 Hours A Day
We Ship UPS
Local Delivery
Available
=
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"Glendale Place
eliminates worries
and daily chores,

FREEFULL SPINAL EXAMINATION

NO OBLIGATION • NOTHING TO PAY
You may have one of these 16 DANGER SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES:
1. Low Back Pain
2. Headaches
3. Shoulder Pain
4. Arthritis

GAS RUSH.. Local drivers flocked to the Murray Say-A-Ton
Friday afternoon when they discovered the it was offering
gasoline for 99.9 cents per gallon.

5. Dizziness
6. Sore Elbows
7. Neck Pain
8. Indigestion

9. Numb Hands
10. Bursitis
11. Pain Down Legs
12. Muscle Spasms

$3(
VALUE

so I can sit back
and really enjoy

13. Numb Fingers
14. Hip Pain
15. Tight Muscles
16. Aching Feet

my life."
Bertha

Ltlierm ii

(ilend.tle Place

MEMBER DISCOUNTS...
'Pharmacy Discount Card
*Dodge Truck S500 Rebate
"Rental Car Discounts (15°. off)
'State Park Hotel Discounts(15°. ott)
*Eyeglass Contacts Discounts (60'. off)
'Hearing Aid Discount (15°. off)
•Mailorder Drug Discount
•A D T Security System Free Installat,

ALSO INCLUDED...
*S1.500 Accidental Death Policy
'Free Estate Planning
"Competitive Insurance Products
(Auto Home Farm Health Life IRAs)

753-4703
310 South 4th Street

FIND OUT NOW whether careful, professional chiropractic care can relieve
your aches and pains. This examination normally costs $30.00 or more. It
will include a chiropractic orthopedic test, a chiropractic neurological test, a
blood pressure test, a spinal alignment check, an examination for restricted
or excess motion in the spine, a test for muscle strength and a private consultation with the doctor to discuss the results. FREE

Dr. Dennis L. Heskett, D.C.
Th.e entire examinahon ,s FREE It
you want more care and treatment,
we do aN the paperwork

CALL for your FREE appointment NOW!

HESKETT CHIROPRACTIC
CENTER
1703
(270)759-1116
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Bertha Emerson enjoyed home ownership -hut not the work and worry that came with it.
In 1998. she eagerly moved to Glendale Place.

DISCLAIMER OUR OFFICE POLICY PROTECTS YOU -THE PATIENT AND ANY OTHER PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR PAYMENT HAS
A RIGHT TO REFUSE TO PAY CANCEL PAYMENT OR BE REIMBURSED FOR PAYMENT FOR ANY OTHER SERVICES EXAMINATION
OR TREATMENT WHICH IS PERFORMED AS A RESULT OF AND WITHIN 72 HOURS OF RESPONDING TO THE ADVERTISEMENT FOR
•.AE FREE SERVICE EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT

Hwy. 121 North Bypass
Murray, KY 42071

re,i(kni I n c

$30
VALUE

Bertha is one of the many seniors who hzt„ve
discovered the active, carefree lifestyle at
Glendale Place.

Monthly rates start at just $945.

Call 759-1555 today.
A CI,..•non.
lt,ti•••••.

A CoVrthini Grr)up

Community

, KY 42071
905 Glertiale Ficeri • Moray,
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Creationism vs. evolution
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Somewhat surprisingly, given the
spiritual undertone of the session,
the 2000 General Assembly never
really took up the debate about
creation vs. evolution.
It's too bad, in a way.
Legislators could have used the
budget as an object lesson.
Was it divine intervention'?
Or did it evolve?
And if it evolved, did it go
from simian to sapien?
Or vice versa?
There were certainly some
miraculous changes, a conversion
or two, instances of natural —
and unnatural — selection and
some suspiciously similar DNA
threads running through the whole
thing.
Way back in January, the first
budget crawled out of the primordial
slime.
Gov. Paul Patton called it a "Revenue Fairness and Recovery Program."
It included provisions to remoye
thousands of Kentuckians from having to pay or even file income
taxes.
It eliminated the hated property tax on vehicles and boats,
exempted all prescription drugs
from sales taxes; gave proper credit to the full value of trade-ins
when purchasing motor vehicles and
made a couple of smaller tax cuts.
But it also had a provision to
extend the sales tax to some services and, most deadly, a 7-cent-agallon tax increase on gasoline at
a time when the price was ticking up almost as fast as the display while pumping gas.
It took a while for the official
declaration, but this new form of
life could not be sustained.
It was tax reform, but also a
tax increase, and it was dead.

CAPITOL THOUGHTS

The next step in the metamorphosis came not only from Patton
but the House.
There would be a 7 percent tax
added to out-of-state long distance
calls, satellite and cable television
services, beepers, pagers and most
other telecommunications services.
But the state tax would also
replace a mishmash of some 1,400
combinations of local taxes, in some
cases even making for a tax cut
in the case of some cable TV
bills.
It was still a tax increase, with
a little reform left.
On the spending side, hundreds
of projects were added in the
House version, legislative sweetener for the medicine of the tax
increase.
Shortly thereafter, the Senate
spawned its version of the budget.
"You can say pork is out, people are in," said Senate President
David Williams, R-Burkesville.
It had no tax increases, but also
no legs, arms, lungs or life.
Almost immediately after its
creation, the Senate Republicans
abandoned it.
It was called the missing link,
designed only to get from one
form of a budget to another; an
example of the horror that could
be created.
Like Frankenstein in his lab,
legislators went to work creating
life out of death.

But few could have imagined
what would step out of the darkness.
It looked like a tax increase; it
raised more money, like 'a tax
increase; but it wasn't a tax increase.
Just ask the Senate Republicans.
It was instead, a "revenue neutral" .tax increase.
If the duckbill platypus can
exist, why not a revenue-neutral
tax increase?
Or as Williams has ptit It, a
revenue neutral measure that brings
in a little more money.
Or a lot more, as the case may
be. The revenue neutral tax measure is expected to add an estimated $172 million to the General Fund from July 1, 2000, to
June 30, 2002, the period covered
by the budget.
That's only $7 million less than
the House creation. Of course, the
final creation also cuts $75 million in taxes, but unless you are
an employer, you'll never see any
of that.
If you make long distance calls,
you'll see the other side.
But while the mutation of a
tax bill was a study in evolution,
the real genesis was on the other
side.
From the barren landscape of
the Senate budget grew 700 projects; life from lifelessness.
Like the monk said in the old
Xerox advertisements, "It's a miracle."

KENTUCKY EDITORIAL
The Kentucky Post, Covington
Bright electric signs flash a warning to us as
we drive on interstate highways throughout Kentucky: "Leave racin' to horses."
Construction season has begun, and the electric
signs remind us that speeding past construction
workers isn't smart and it isn't safe.
Every year, an average of 760 people die in
crashes in work zones across the country, and
another 39,000 people are injured.
Some of those people are road workers.
So slow down. Highways aren't racetracks.
The Daily News, Bowling Green
If media companies and Internet companies can
merge — and they are doing so at a dazzling
speed — then a merger also might be good policy for small Kentucky counties.
Small may be beautiful, but it is not necessarily more efficient.
And large can be beautiful, too — the Grand
Canyon doesn't lack for impressive scenery.
Although county mergers could be a vital option,
the Senate has killed a modest proposal to encourage it — a bad mistake that should be corrected.
The Senate Appropriations and Revenue Committee took out all of the incentives in the bill,
prompting sponsor Rep. Charles Geveden, D-Wickliffe, to observe that there was little point left in
the bill except to make merger simpler by setting
up a system for local referendums.
As first introduced, the bill would have set
aside from $2 million to $5 million to reward
counties that merged their governments.
It also would have made the newly created government eligible for more grant money.
This was a sound proposal that should have
been passed. Kentucky has more counties than all
but two states and far more than any other state
of similar geographic or population size.
The legislation would not have mandated consolidation but simply provided financial incentive
for counties to do so.
All power was left in the hands of local officials and taxpayers.
Many of Kentucky's smallest counties are finding it hard to operate with small populations and
little property tax base to keep up with demands
for services.
Unless the bill is resurrected, legislators have
lost a chance to provide a major benefit to citizens.
The Paducah Sun
There is a saying about growing up. It goes
like this: Anyone who is not a liberal when he or
she is 18 doesn't have a heart; but anyone who
is not a conservative by the time he or she is 45
doesn't have a brain.
Disagree if you choose.
It is just a saying.
But it comes to mind in light of the near-riot
that occurred recently after students occupied the
administration building at the University of Kentucky to protest ... sweatshops? ...
Certainly we've come a long way from two
generations ago, when students shut down campus

buildings to protest government plans to send them
off to war in the jungles of southeast Asia as
soon as their student deferments were up.
The motivation then was a bit clearer, as was
the impact of such actions on the national psyche
and debate.
In the episode at UK, 18 students chained themselves together after taking over the basement of
the administration building that houses the offices
of university president Charles Wethington.
The students, 12 of whom were arrested, say
they wanted to force UK to join the "Workers'
Rights Consortium," an alliance of students, labor
unions and others, that purports to monitor apparel makers to find out whether they do business
with overseas sweatshops.
University officials say they regret the fact that
students were arrested, but in the send it was the
only way to restore order.
They say that while they sympathize with the
students' concerns, they could not abide their methods.
As one official put it:
"All of us agree that sweatshops in general are
a serious issue. Where we differ with the students
is the demand that we ... join certain organizations that we don't know anything about. "
That observation is dead on. .
The students may have believed they were putting good intentions on display.
But what they really put on was a display of
incredible arrogance.
Students in general do not own the university
and are not entitled to set its policies.
The several million residents of the commonwealth own it, and the people they elect and
administrators they hire decide how it is to be
run.
What right, really, do a handful of students
have to — essentially by force — try to compel
a public institution to align with any political
group? Suppose it were an abortion rights group,
or Operation Rescue, or the Communist Party or
the Ku Klux Klan?
It has yet to dawn on these students, and many
at the extremes of modern liberalism, that those
who would disagree with them are not necessarily irrational, ignorant or evil; and that in a democracy, when people who disagree form the majority, they prevail. ...
The determination of which countries fall in
these categories and what economic and other pressure to apply to try to force change can only be
effectively decided at the federal level.
It follows that the only rational place for one
to effectively pressure for change on concerns such
as sweatshops is at the national government level.
The notion that somehow forcing a state university to join a group that will arbitrarily attempt
to impose its own judgment at the retail store
level is beyond silly.
It is just plain dumb.
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An old-fashioned way
WASHINGTON (AP) — When
the vice presidential talent scouts
are done, after the prospects have
been checked for hidden flaws,
that modern style of seeking No.
2 candidates will yield to the way
it has always .worked, with Gov.
George W. Bush and Vice President Al Gore casting the only
votes that count.
So the current lists are pure
guesswork, speculation about the
obvious, or longer-shot but possible candidates in each party.
There are no invisible political
figures to be chosen by surprise.
The nominees will come from
a roster that includes governors,
where the Republicans dominate the
list; Congress, most likely the Senate; the Cabinet on the Democratic side, or party figures who have
served in those roles.
So it doesn't take inside information to come up with names,
especially when the candidates and
the people around them can gain
by adding names to the list, not
by ruling anybody out.
Gore has former Secretary of
State Warren Christopher looking
over the prospects for his ticket.
Christopher did the same thing for
Bill Clinton in 1992, when Gore
got the nomination. Bush is to set
up a similar Republican operation
soon.
Now that presidential nominations are clinched early in the
election year — never earlier than
in 2000 except when presidents
were seeking renomination unopposed — vice presidential speculation becomes the only suspense
left.
It keeps talking heads talking.
Politicians allied with potential
candidates play, too, trying to promote their choices.
But obliquely. To do so overtly is bad form, and besides, it
doesn't work.
The advance work now devoted to checking vice presidential candidates began after the 1972 Democratic mess in which nominee
George McGovern chose Sen. Tom
Eagleton only hours before his
choice had to go to the convention for approval.
Only later, too late, did McGovern learn that his last-hour selection had been hospitalized for men-
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After trying to fend off the
problem, McGovern changed running mates.
Until then, McGovern said after
his landslide defeat, there had been
no real background checks on vice
-presidential nominees.
There was an assumption that
because these were widely known
political figures, their prior campaigns would have turned up any
major problems.
That changed after 1972,
although even the background
checks that are customary now don't
always turn up all the political
trouble spots that emerge in the
glare of a national campaign.
And the process is not really
a talent hunt.
The people involved are not
strangers to each other.
There are always political variables that can't be factored in until
the time comes to choose.
Pennsylvania Gov. Tom Ridge,
a swing state Republican with the
right credentials for a Bush ticket, makes that point amid the recent
speculation that he is a prime
prospect.
He says it is too early for meaningful speculation. "It is the politics of June or July that will dictate the choice," Ridge said recently.
Even Jimmy Carter, who broke
from the old pattern when he
methodically checked, chose and
disclbsed his top prospects for vice
president in 1976, said later that
he would have played it differently and shopped among names
for No. 2 if he'd had to in order
to clinch his own nomination.
He didn't, and his systematic
search led to his man, Walter F.
Mondale, one of the seven finalists Carter interviewed for the job.
Mondale became vice president
after shunning a White House campaign that year, saying he didn't
want to live in Holiday Inns

He rescinded that objection to
campaign life when Carter chose
him for the ticket.
Gore also became vice president after ruling out a 1992 presidential campaign.
Bush's president father, on the
other hand, ran with Ronald Reagan in 1980 after a persistent campaign against him.
It included a line Bush had to
swallow, his description of Reagan's program as "voodoo economics."
Rivals have wound up vice presidential nominees even after saying, as Sen. John McCain has
repeatedly, that they weren't interested in No. 2.
Lyndon B. Johnson said he
wouldn't trade his vote for a gavel,
but he did, as vice president to
John F. Kennedy. Nelson A. Rockefeller, whose long quest for the
presidency always came up short,
said he wasn't designed to be
standby equipment.
But the New York governor
accepted appointment as vice president to Gerald R. Ford in 1974,
after Watergate.
Kennedy had his own vice presidential moment, and won politically by losing at the 1956 national convention.
Adlai Stevenson, the Democratic nominee, left the vice presidential nomination to an open convention vote, and Kennedy, then
a little-known Massachusetts senator, was a candidate.
It took two ballots and he led,
but short of a majority, at one
point. In the end, Sen. Estes Kefauver was nominated, to run on the
losing ticket.
That convention contest put
Kennedy's name on the national
Democratic roster, and was the
beginning of his climb to the White
House
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Ms. Karen Y. Green
Ms. Karen Y. Green, 37. Village Road, Benton, died Sunday. April IS.
2000, at 4 a.m. at her home.
A homemaker,she was a member of Benton First Baptist Church.
Survivors include two daughters, Jennifer L. Puckett and LaTosha Walters, one son. Brandon L. York, Benton, and her mother, Mrs. Emma English Green. all of Benton; one sister, Mrs. Sharon Free, Union City, Tenn.;
three brothers, Danny L. Green, Murray, and Mark S. Green and Micheal
E. Green, Benton; three grandchildren, Arid l L. Puckett, Jay Anna Puckett
and Makayca L. Puckett, all of Benton.
The funeral will be Wednesday at II a.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. George Culp Jr. will officiate. Burial will
follow in the Marshall County Memory Gardens.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. Tuesday.

James Buel Hopkins
The funeral for James Bud l Hopkins was Sunday at 3 p.m. in the chapel
of Miller Funeral Home. The Rev. Kendrick Lewis and Dr. Thomas Yoder
officiated. Music was by the choir of Independence United Methodist
Church with Patricia Lassiter as pianist.
Pallbearers were Gary, Ricky, Dickie and Randy Burkeen, Ronnie Bohannon, Steve Dunevant and David Ellis. Burial was in the McDaniel
Cemetery.
Mr. Hopkins, 82, formerly of Dexter and Almo communities, died Friday. April 14, 2000, at 3:30 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Retired from the Kentucky Highway Department, he was a member of
Independence United Methodist Church.
His wife, Mrs. Inez Cargill Hopkins. one sister and one brother all preceded him in death. Born Jan. 10, 1918, in Calloway County, he was the
son of the late Herbert Hopkins and Lyda Rainey Hopkins.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Belinda Higgins and husband.
Steve, Coldwater; three sons, Ronald Hopkins and wife. Kym, Murray,
Russell Hopkins. Mayfield, and Carl Ellis and wife, Barbara. Paducah; 11
grandchildren; five great-grandchildren.

Joe Howard Watkins
Joe Howard Watkins, 69, Radio Road, Dexter. died Sunday. April 16.
2000, at 7:30 a.m. at his home. His death followed an extended illness.
A retired machinist, he had also sold real estate. He was an Army veteran of the Korean Conflict and a member of Dexter-Hardin United Methodist Church.
Born Jan. 19, 1931, in Calloway County, he was the son of the late Jim
Watkins and Robbie Johnson Watkins. Also preceding him in death were
three brothers, Hugh Watkins, Glen Watkins and Harry Watkins.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Doris Jean Jackson Watkins. to whom
he was married Dec. 2, 1951; three daughters, Mrs. Carla Jo Hudson and
husband, Donnie, Mrs. Chandra Britt and husband. Trey, and Mrs. Wanda
Tucker, all of Murray; one son, Charles Watkins and wife, Linda, Camden, Tenn.; two sisters, Mrs. Doris Garland, Murray, and Mrs. Shirle
Shelton and husband, Jimmy, Mayfield; six grandchildren; seven greatgrandchildren.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. The Rev. Dean Emerson will officiate. Burial will follow
in the Murray Memorial Gardens.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 10:30 a.m. Tuesday.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of donations to the American Cancer Society.

Mrs. Uldine Willoughby Evans
The funeral for Mrs. Uldine Willoughby EVans is today at 11 a.m. in
the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. William Homer and
the Rev. Kerry Lambert are officiating.
Pallbearers were Art Bailey, William Bailey, William Don Bailey,
Donnie Bucy, Ralph Robertson and Craig Hargrove. Entombment will follow in the Murray City Cemetery.
Mrs. Evans,92, former resident of North 16th Street, Murray, died Friday. April 14, 2000, at 6:20 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She was a member of First Christian Church. She was former manager
of McElmy's Five and 10 Cent Store, formerly located on the north side of
the Murray Courtsquare.
Her husband, Jewell 0. Evans, died March 29, 1979. Born Sept. 6.
1907, in Calloway County, she was the daughter of the late Frank Willoughby and Edna Bailey Willoughby.
Survivors include three nieces, Mrs. Ann Eva Sutton, Kingston. Ga.,
Mrs. Lou Ella Ellegood, Murray, and Mrs. Kathleen Ewing, Evansville.
Ind.; one nephew. Harold (Dick) Gibbs, Princeton, Ind.; several grandnieces, grand-nephews and cousins.

Louie Dale Sykes
Louie Dale Sykes, 53. Murray, died Friday, April 14, 2000, at 7:29
p.m. at St. Thomas Hospital, Nashville, Tenn.
He was a member of Hope Evangelical Free Church, Santa Barbara,
Calif. He was born Feb. 10, 1947, in Murray. Preceding him in death were
two brothers, Neale Allison Sykes and Charles Dale Sykes.
Survivors include two daughters, Rebecca Lee Sykes. Murray, and
Amy Elizabeth Sykes Wadley, Paducah; his parents, Cleo and Mary Neale
Sykes, and one sister, Mrs. Sarah McCuiston and husband, Max, all of
Murray; two grandchildren, Nicole Wadley, Paducah, and Austin Clark.
Murray; several nieces and nephews.
The funeral was today at 10 a.m. in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home. The Rev. Larry Daniel officiated.
Pallbearers were Mickey McCuiston, Mark McCuiston, Monty
McCuiston, Ricky Sykes, Rusty Sykes and Leon Clark. Burial was in the
Murray City Cemetery.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of donations to Daughters
of Charity, c/o St. Thomas Hospital, 4220 Harding Rd., Nashville, TN
37202.

Charles D. Clark Jr.
Private graveside services for Charles D. Clark Jr. were today at the
Murray Memorial Gardens.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home was in charge of arrangements, but no
visitation was scheduled.
Mr. Clark Jr., 49, Mayfield, died Wednesday. April 12, 2000, in Mayfield.
Born March 24, 1951, in Murray, he was the son of the late Dr. Charles
Clark and Mary Ann Johnson Clark.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Joan Alexander Clark; one son, Devlin
Clark, Floyd Knobs, Ind.; one sister, Pam Clark, and one brother, Dr. Hollis Clark and wife, Jeanne, all of Murray.

Bruce Thomas, president and
chief executive officer of HopFed
Bancorp. Inc. plans to retire as
an officer and director of both
the company and Hopkinsville Federal Savings Bank, the company's
wholly owned subsidiary, effective
May 5.
Thomas, 62, joined the staff of
Hopkinsville Federal Savings Bank
in 1962. He has been the president and chief executive officer
since 1992. Prior to 1992, he
served as vice president and manager of the Bank's Murray branch

office.
"The board of directors appreciates greatly Thomas' many contributions to HopFed Bancorp and
the bank, including our conversion to stock form in February
1998," said W.D. Kelley, chairman. "Under his leadership, our
bank is a well capitalized financial institution focused on Nerving
our primary market area."
Kelley also stated that the board
of directors has appointed a temmittee to conduct a search for
Thomas' successor. In the inter-
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REBECCA A. HARG ROVE

Federal Savings Bank, which conducts business through its main
office in Hopkinsville and branch
offices in Hopkinsville, Murray.
Cadiz and Elkton.

im, Boyd M. Clark, who is currently secretary of the company
will serve as acting president.
HopFed Bancorp. Inc. is the
holding company for Hopkinsville

Ultra-CIC
Completely-In-The-Canal
Virtually invisible, the Ultra-CIC from
Qualitone is an entirely,new type of
hearing aid. The advantages are
obvious:
•Excellent high frequency response
•Amplifies sound deep in the ear canal
•Less wind noise
•Nearly invisible

(1
'3019M1M
'FREE KW% TEST

Hurry this offer expires 5-31-00

STONE-LANG CO.
HEARING REHABILITATION
206 South 4th • Murray • 753-8055
Murray State University Food Services

Cooking
zvith the

A..

(Toll Free)877-898-3201 (Toll Free)

Looking for something more than the usual
traditional Easter dinner...Join us for

You show us average credit, steady income history, desire to
own a home, & $10 credit report fee

AUTHENTIC CHINESE CUISINE
at its BEST!

Current rate 7.25%

EASTER TREATS FOR THE CHILDREN
FREE DESSERT & HAND-DIPPED ICE CREAM

APR 7.55ei - 30 yr. fixed • Based on $88,000 Loan

Happy Easter from

100 of their
favorite recipes
First Ever "Cooking with the Catering
Crew" Cookbook On Sale Now!

Only $10.00 Each

65 Construction Drive
Mayfield, Kentucky 42066
(270) 247-4369
115 S. 17th St.
220 Lake Street
Paducah, KY 42001
(270)575-3300

Hargrove is the daughter .01 /
Julia A. LaBelle of 465 Hale Road,
and Ronnie- R. Hargrove of 1305
Story Ave.. both of Murray.
In 1998, she graduated from
Calloway County High School.
Murray.

Catering
Crew

HUD Approved Lender
Serving Kentucky & Tennessee

Fulton, KY 42041
(270)472-9771

During the six weeks of-training. the airman studied the Air Force
mission, orgamtation and customs
and received special training in
human relations.
In addition, airmen who con'
plete basic. training earn credits
toward an associate degree through
the Community College of the Air
Force.

SINCE 1854

Quality Home Mortgage

We show you 100% loan, no money down, flexible,
forgiving program

Air Force Airman Rebecca A.
Hargrove has graduated from basic
military training at Lackland Air
Force Base, San Antonio, Texas.

Thomas plans to retire from banking

Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366

1009 Financing Available
To Qualified Borrowers

SERVICE NEWS

Mrs. Betty Dowdy Freeman

The funeral for Mrs. Betty Dowdy Freeman was Sunday at 1 p.m. in
the chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev. Chuck McGuire
officiated. Music was by The Gospel Echoes.
Pallbearers were Charles Fennell, James Fennell, Ewell Collins,
Eugene Gregory, Buddy Vance and Randy Travis. Burial was in the Ledbetter Cemetery.
Mrs. Freeman, 86, Aurora Highway. Benton, died Thursday, April 13.
2000, at 1 p.m. at her home.
Survivors include two sons, Donald Dowdy and wife, Daytha. Benton,
and Bobby Gene Dowdy and wife, Peggy Sue, Bristol, Tenn.; two stepdaughters, Mrs. Mary Crouse. Murray. and Mrs. Irene Loe, Benton; two
stepsons, Gerald Freeman, Benton, and Milton Freeman, Murray: one sister, Mrs. Joy Ellis, Murray; six grandchildren, Bradley Dowdy, Craig
Dowdy, Alex Dowdy. Gayla Dowdy Seale. Lela Dowdy Bevins and LaDon Dowdy Travis, I 3 great-grandchildren.

'Hilliard Lyons is a market maker in this stock.
unc price unchanged

LEARNING CAN BE FUN...Playing in the rice tubs is one
of the ways Calloway County Preschool students enhance
their fine motor and sensory skills.

STUDENT OF THE WEEK...Wesley B. Claiborne. an eighthgrader at Calloway County Middle School, has been selected
as this week's Century 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors and WNBS
1340 AM Student of the Week. Wesley is the son of Danny and
Gina Claiborne, 649 Airport Road.

OLYMPIC PLAZA • MURRAY, KY •759-4653

For each copy sold Food Services will donate $1.00 to their
Relay For Life Team.
Come by the Food Service Office on first floor of the Curris
Center and buy your copy today'
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Former Murray couple
married 60 years April 14

JO'S DATEBOOK

Mr. and Mrs. Irby Hendon of Mayfield, former residents ol Murray. celebrated their 60th wedding anniversary on Friday. April 14.
They were married April 14. 1940, in Fulton.
Mrs. Hendon, the former Leona Dell Rogers. is the daughter of
the late Luther Rogers and Iva Miller Rogers. She is retired from
Farrell Interiors.
Mr. Hendon is the son of the late Mr. and Mrs. W.A. (Bill) Hendon of Sedalia. He is retired from Plumbers and Steamfitters Local
184, Paducah.
They have one daughter, Mrs. Anita McAlister and husband. Jerry,
of Georgetown. Ind.. and two grandchildren, Sarah and Stacey, of
Lexington.
Because of illness, no celebration was planned.

Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
I read in the Friday issue of the Murray Ledger & Times
where the basketball teams and cheerleaders at Calloway County High School were honored at an awards banquet. Murray
High School has also held a banquet to honor its basketball
teams and cheerleaders.
Did you ever just wonder how much time the basketball
teams and cheerleaders and their coaches give to their schools
for the privilege of being included in these groups? There are
hours of practice plus going to the many games here and away.
The parents of these participants are also to be commended for
their cooperation and following the teams throughout the year.
It is not just basketball and cheerleading that makes a difference in school activities. Think about the speech team, foreign language team, academic team, tennis team, track team,
soccer team, football team, band, and may other activities that
take up the time outside of classroom activities for students,
teachers, coaches, parents and friends. We salute all of you and
are proud to have such wonderful schools in our area.

Kenlake league plays
The Kenlake Ladies Golf League
played on a cool spring day at
the Kenlake State Park Resort
Golf course last Wednesday morning.
Ina Horton and Marion Adkins
were the winners of the best ball
game with a 37. Mary Madajczyk
and Sue Collins shot par on five
holes and had a 38.
Other members present were
Hazel Hill, Susan Thetford, Margaret ShutTett, Evelyn Blivin, Helen
Hubbs, Freda Elkins. Louise Parker and Betty Judah.
The Kenlake ladies played golf
at Futures golf Course in Puryear.
Tenn., April 10.
Those going to Puryear were
Ina Horton, Mary Madajczyk,
Helen Hubbs. Jerry Williams,

Southern
Hope
Manual Therapy
& Massage Therapy
welcomes

LaJuan Anglin

LaJuan is a licensed massage
therapist. She specializes in
steedish massage, reflexology,
trigger points. infant
& pre,sotaney massage.
9081/1 S. 12th St.• Bel-Air ('tr.
Murray.
. KY •(270t 767-0060

The

Senior Circuit
r
il
Presented by

Glendale Place
Christ Mattingl

_

Nlarketing Director

Bobbe Manning. Dotty Elliott.
Susan Thetford. Evelyn Blivin,
Helen Roberts, Freda Elkins, Glenda Hughes and Nancy Burcham.
Winners of the hest ball game
were Madajczyk and Elliott.
The Kenlake ladies will tee off
Wednesday at 10 a.m. at the Kenlake golf course. If interested in
joining this group call Dotty Elliott
at 1-270-354-6977.

Lodge meeting Tuesday
Shelley Farris and Jeremy McKee!

Murray ladies Farris-McKeel wedding
to start golf vows to be
said June 3
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Buddy
Farris
of Murray and Ms. Sandy Wilson of
play season
Jonesboro. Ark., announce the engagement and approaching marriage

The ladies of the Murray Country Club will start their season of
golf play on Wednesday at 9:30
a.m.
This will he an I8-hole scramble. Hostess will be Jennifer
Crouse, phone 753-4605. Anyone
not listed in the line-up may come
and be paired at the tee.
The line-up has been released
as follows:
Tee No. I - Diane Villanova.
Linda Burgess. Marilyn Adkins.
Carolyn Sanning and Billie
Cohoon:
Tee No. 3 - Betty Jo Purdom.
Venela Ward. Ann Brown and
Rebecca Landolt:
Tee No. 5 - Lisa Carver, Peggy
Veal, Beth Belote and Barbara
Grey:
Tee No. 7 - Frances Hulse, Peggy
Shoemaker, Ann Stanley and Patty
Vether:
Tee No. 9 - Ve Severns. Nancy
Trawick, Cindi Cohoon and Rowena Cullom:
Tee No. 10 - Sue Outland, Jennifer Crouse. Louise Lamb and
Mary Ryan:
Tee No. 13 - lnus Orr. Evelyn
Jones. Toni Hopson and Edith Garrison.

PREPARING FOR
POSITIVE FUTURES
FREE. Call Today For Reservation.
759-9592 • 762-7333
762-7365 • 762-7390
April 25th - Kickoff
Parent Power •6 p.m.
University Church of Christ
mar untFame.,
qunpintt .That Carr- Pflnrn CurPrr • nu. Thr Dr, Fn..lt..r

of their daughter. Shelley Nicole Farris, to William Jeremy McKeel,
both of Murray.
Mr. McKeel is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Allen McKee! of Murray.
Miss Farris received her bachelor of science degree in exercise science from Murray State University. She is currently employed by
Wal-Mart of Murray.
Mr. McKeel received his bachelor of science degree in radio/tv
from Murray State University and is currently pursuing his master's
degree in mass communications. He is employed as production director for UPN46 of Murray, and also serves as chapter counselor for
the Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity.
The wedding will be Saturday, June 3. 2000. at 5 p.m. at First
United Methodist Church. Murray.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend.

Hearts in Motion will meet
Hearts in Motion will meet Tuesday at 5:30 p.m. at the Calloway County Public Library. This is a group of people from all
different churches who is meeting to pray for the schools, leaders.
teachers, children and to get the Ten Commandments put back into
the schools. All interested persons are invited.

Library plans special events
Calloway County Public Library will have as its theme, "Happy
Easter," for the special children's programs at the library this week.
Baby & Parent/Adult will be at 9:30 a.m. and Toddler & Parent/Adult at 10:30 a.m. on Tuesday. Parents & Twos will be at
9:30 atm. and Story Hour at 10:30 a.m. on Wednesday. For more
information call Sandy Linn, youth services librarian, at 753-2288.

MES committee will meet
Murray Elementary School Site-based Decision Making Council
Budget Committee will meet Tuesday at 4 p.m. in Genese Reid's
room. All interested persons are invited.

Ladies plan bridge play
Ladies of the Oaks Country Club will play bridge on Wednesday at 9:30 a.m. Hostess will be Martha Broach, phone 753-9164.

Singles (SOS) plans event
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Tuesday in the
senior citizens area of Weaks Community Center. Calendar planning will begin at 6 p.m. and a business meeting will be at 7 p.m.
The SOS is for all singles whether divorced, widowed or never
married. For information call Vicky at 759-5395 or Jackie a 1-270247-7754.

PIP group will meet
Parents in Partnership (PIP) Support Group for Parents and Others Involved with Special Needs Students will meet Tuesday at
noon in the main meeting room of Calloway County Public Library.

Moms In Touch will meet
SPECIAL VISITOR - Rotary District Governor Tom Lett, left,
spoke about "Rotary Business on the District Level," which
included "Spoke," a student program of group study exchange,
at a meeting of the Murray Rotary Club. Also pictured are
Libby Lett and Dan Songer, assistant district governor. The
district speech contest and Rotary district conference will
be May 12-13 in Owensboro.

YOU ARE WHAT YOU WERE
There are now more than 30.000
Americans II() years old, or older.
liv ing in this country. Harvard
researchers recentk shed some
light on centenarians that might
prove interesting to people of all
ages. To begin with, it may surpnse no,one 10 learn that the fittest
people survive the longest. Yet.
this fact underscores the point that
old age is a biological reward for
the practice of good health habits
earlier in life. As the Harvard
researchers wrote in the study.
"The older you get. the healthier
you have been.- Conversely, earlier research has shown that bad
health habits come back to haunt
people in the form of disability in
old age.
Are you looking to lower your
,overhead without losing your
independence Not only have the
kids grown. but so has the up-keep
on your home. The yard work, the
painting, the repairs...it can be difficult to keep pace. GLENDALE
PLACE, 905 Glendale Road.
offers an affordable solution to
your healthcare. social, and pert
sonal care needs. Unlike many
retirement communities, all this is
available to you on a monthly
rental basis. We do not charge an
entrance or endowment fee. For
the best time of your life, call 7591555 and schedule a tour; you'll be
glad you did.

Kirksey Woodmen of the World Lodge 170 will meet Tuesday
at 6 p.m. at Hickory Log Restaurant, Highway 121 Bypass. All
lodge members are urged to attend. For more information call 4892403 or 759-4516.

Moms In Touch International, a prayer support,group, will meet
Tuesday at 9:30 a.m. at First Presbyterian Church, Main and 16th
Streets, Murray. For information call DeeDee Cohoon at 753-9778
or Ginger Leavel at 759-4732.

West View plans activities
Special activities for the residents of West View Nursing Home
will include Coffee Hour at 10 a.m., Bingo at 2 p.m. and MSU
Time at 6:30 p.m. on Tuesday; Bible Class at 10 a.m. and Chuck
Hamann's One Man Band at 2 p.m. on Wednesday; Easter Egg
Decorating at 10 a.m. and Bingo at 2 p.m. on Thursday.

Quilt Lovers will meet
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• Hi-Energy Weight Control
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Jennifer Green
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Everyday!
New selection
of stylish home
accessories!

Angie Outland
COUNSELOR

41.(0;11 c8
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PROGRAMS FOR MEN, WOMEN & CHILDREN

Hurry! Call Today!

767-0780

FREE
CONSULTATION

HI-ENERGY
WEIGHT CONTROL CENTERS
305 N 12th St. • University

Square • Murray

Grace ladies plan study
Ladies Bible Study of Grace Baptist Church will be Tuesday at
12:05 p.m. in the fellowship house. Persons are asked to note the
change in time. Each one should bring a sack lunch and drink.

Meetings are scheduled
WMU Facilitators of groups of First Baptist Church will meet
tonight (Monday) at 7 p.m. in the fellowship hall. Sharon Wells
Group of WMU will meet Tuesday at 10 a.m. at the home of
Martha Moore.

CWF IV dinner on Tuesday

For Successfully Achieving A
80 Pound Weight Loss
4/11/00
DATE

Custom Blinds

Quilt Lovers of Murray are scheduled to meet Tuesday at 6
p.m. in the meeting room of Calloway County Public Library.

7
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Ask about our
for Windows'

Wallpaper

Group IV of Christian Women's Fellowship of First Christian
Church will meet Tuesday at 6 p.m. at Tom's Grille. Those planning to attend are asked to call Jan Fuqua at 753-9719 or Vicky
Holton at 753-8756.

TO SUBSCRIBE TO THE LEDGER & TIMES

CALL 753-1916
Hop On In To The
MURRAY

Velg
MURRAY
519 South I2th Street
Next to Days Inn
270-753-7575

LEDGER & TIMES
And Participate in Our
Drawings held

Basket Raffle

each Friday at 12 noon.

Delivering A Cure For Cancer
Vrsrt our websrte wwwwallpaperforiess corn

ALL PROCEEDS DONATED

TO RELAY FOR LIFE
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CONTEST WINNERS in 2000 Murray Woman's Club Short
Story and Poetry contests include from left. Elizabeth Leggett,
Stephen Parker and Jonathan Raj.
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CERTIFICATES won in 2000 Murray Woman's Club Short
Story and Poetry contests are shown by, from left, Seth
Holbrook, Brianna Fields and Callie Dowdy.

Woman's Club lists contest winners
Murray Woman's Club honored winners of second; Lynley Sullivan. "My Wishes in Year second; Davina Anderson. -Sailing Midget
Island", third; Amberly Hansgen. "The Night
the 2000 Short Story and Poetry Contest at 2000", third.
Category II Short Story - Justin Arnold. of the Living Doll", honorable mention.
its recent general meeting on March 30.
Martha Crafton, second vice president. intro- -Mr. Maranda's Gold", first; Seth Holbrook,
Category -IV Poetry - J. Aaron Graves,
duced the students and presented them with "Making Horse Sense", second; Brianna Fields, "Wait". first; Dana Parker, "Sleep", second:
"Adina", third; Callie Dowdy,"The Warm Bub- Ryan Seay. "An
awards and certificates.
Antarctic Adventure" and Carl
Winners in the various categories were as bly Sea", honorable mention.
Gustafson. "Shipwreck", both third.
Category III Poetry - Mandy Haugen, "Poor
follows:
Clubwoman Poetry - Geraldine Mellon,"The
Category I Poetry - Nick Kaczmarek, "I'm Girls Can Be Pretty". first; Katie Smith,
Chinese
Pot". first: Gladys Marie Jarrett, "GoldNow...", first;. MacKenzie Austin, "Tucker!!!". "Dreams",second; Seth Darnell,"The Old Man",
Windows",
en
second.
third.
"Callie",
third.
second; Abby Dowdy,
Short Story - Gladys Marie Jarrett, "My
Short Story - Alison Rashid, "The Dog and
Short Story - Rebecca Raj, "First Time Hiking", first: Meghan Austin,"The Strange Thing". the Otter-, first; Elizabeth Leggett,"Fingernails". Son, Why". first.

SHOWING certificates won in 2000 Murray Woman's Club
Short Story and Poetry contests include, from left, MacKenzie Austin, Abby Dowdy, Meghan Austin, Lynley Sullivan
and Tyler Spann.

Surprise birthday celebration held
Family and friends of Mrs. Exie
Paschall gathered recently to celebrate her 85th birthday.
The surprise event began with
dinner at Dutch Essenhaus Restaurant. Then later dessert was served
at Mrs. Paschall's home with her
daughter, Beverly Quinn, being the
hostess. The honoree was the recip-

lent of gifts.
Tolbert Story, friend and cousin
of the late Cecil Paschall, related
some stores of the days when
Cecil and Exie were courting.
Those attending were the following:
Long-time good friends Pauline
and Tolbert Story of Crossland.

Tenn.; brother of Mrs. Past
Ewell and his wife of 59 \ cars,
Love Orr, of Paris. Tenn.: three
nieces including Lynette and husband Jerry McElroy of ZCottage
Grove, Tenn., Carolyn Guthrie of
Hazel and Karen Shekell of Paducah: a great-niece, Sallie Holt of
Mayfield; a great-great-niece, Madi-

son Rust of Bardwell; Sherry
Sweaney of Reidland; a couSin
and neighbor, Chet Finch; and Mrs.
Paschalls son. Rex, now of Murray.
Earlier that day a very good
friend, Mary' Lou Paschall of Murray. had a birthday lunch with
Mrs. Paschall and her daughter.

WINNERS in 2000 Murray Woman's Club Short Story and
Poetry Contests include, from left, Rebecca Ray, Nick Kaczmarck, Justin Arnold, Mandy Huagen, Alison Rashid and J.
Aaron Graves.

California Connection plans anniversary event Bryant named winner
The California Connection, a
group of Murray area residents
with connections to California, will
celebrate its 10th anniversary with
an evening get-together May 6
from 6:30 to 9:30 p.m.
The group began as an outgrowth
of the influx of residents from
California after Murray placed
Number One in the Rand McNally Retirement Places Rated publication for 1987.
Along with newcomers from all

over the [tilled States, more and
more Californians have found Murray the place to be.
And not all are retirees.
Many have Come to take positions with area businesses and
organizations.
The first California Connection
event was a picnic on the deck
at Playhouse in the Park in the
summer of 1990.
"We've gradually evolved into
a twice a year evening get-togeth-

er schedule, and we've also experimented with a ladies' luncheon
this past year.
-We're always happy to see
new faces, along with the familiar ones," said a spokesperson for
the group.
The group continues to host

new arrivals, from California. In
some cases, people want to be
included because their families live
in California. even if they themsel‘es never have.
For more information about the
May 6th event, call -Mary Thomson at 436-5022.

KEEP MURRAY SAFE

James Seth Bryant ol Murray
has been named a national award
winner in journalism by. the I.
ed States Achievement Academy.
Bryant. a student at Calloway
County High School, was nominated for the award by his teacher.
Kris Fazi.

FORM NEIGHBORHOOD WATCH

Refractive Surgery Seminar
Presented by:
Hal Capps, M.D.
Board Certified Ophthalmic Surgeon
Where:

Hart Ophthalmology Office
Medical Arts Building, Ste. 2'84W
Phone: 753-3131

When:

April 20, 2000
5:30 p.m.
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Shelley Farris,bride-elect ()tWilliam McKeel has selected
China, Crystal, Flatware & Gift Items
from our Bridal Registry. Shelley and
William will be married June 3.
'Ulf e

209 N. 12th Street • Murray, KY 42071 • 767-0350
Alit belle Allriz

egistry
Of.:.serral

loll VViiest

Alai/ 2t,

An informational program developed
to help answer any questions you may
have regarding the different types of
corrective surgery available to lessen
your dependence on contacts or
glasses.

What:
DONATION MADE - Toni Hopson, right, chairman of Creative Arts Department of the Murray Woman's Club, presents a check for $400 to Teresa Butler for the Libraries
2000 program. This will be divided among the eight different city and county school libraries.

Refreshments will be served.
Please callfor available seating.
753-3131

To Subscribe To
The Ledger & Times
Call 753-1916

THE

His biography will appear in
the academy yearbook.
Bryant is the son of Jim and
Teri Bryant of Ha/el.
His grandparents are J.P. and
Laura Parker of Murray and Polly
Bryant of Louisville.

"Success!! I am 119 lbs. Thinner
83-1/2 inches smaller - from a size 26 to a size 9!"

PROMISE

-Waving goodbye to my husband as he
boarded the plane for a I year tour in
Korea. Rob would not return to an
unhealthy. unhappy 270 pound wife who
wore nothing hut stretch clothing. I
joined Curves the very next day.
I wish you could have seen my husband's
face Nhen he got off the plane for his
Christmas visit"-

1

01111a
for women
A Pageant on the Life of Jesus Christ

"30 min. fitness & wt. loss ctrs."
compkte workout in just 30 minutes
*Strength training protects lean tissue &

April 21-22 7:00 p.m.
April 23 6:00 p.m.

*A Chien' permanent

Call or St°P

results without
pt.rmarrent dieting
•Prioacy - wonzen only environmen!

TodaY•

FREE ADMISSION
H

Trace Creek Baptist Church
3577 State Route 131 • Mayfield, Kentucky
Call (270)658-3304 For More Information

8

'g

759-3400
1608 Hwy. 121 North
Murray, KY

JOIN NOW

*600/0

April 18
Chestnut Hills Plaza
Kentucky Oaks Mall
For Career opportunities, Call the Career Track at
1-888-399-SHOE
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System helps track blue mold
The cool, wet weather that we
have been experiencing the last few
weeks reminds folks of previous
years and the possibilities for blue
mold infections in tobacco production systems.
As most tobacco producers
learned a couple of years back, the
fungus which causes the blue mold
infection is favored by cool, damp
weather.

SPECIAL RECOGNITION.. Several students were recognized for
outstanding service to individual agriculture clubs and organizations at Murray State Univers
ity's 24th annual Department of Agriculture Banquet. Pictured from left (front row)
are: Elizabeth Maddux (Outstanding Cowgirl), Rebekah Reddick (Outstanding FFA Member
), Dishelle Koertge (Outstanding Block and Bridle Member), Cathy Hartman (Outst
anding Alpha Zeta Member),
(back row) Joey Wilson (Outstanding Stock Seat Equestrian
Team Member), Dwayne Dowdy
(Outstanding Cowboy). Brian Bradley (Outstanding Alpha
Gamma Rho Member).

For many producers. actively
scouting and viewing transplants
daily, this time of year. is very important. Any abnormal plants in
greenhouses and on float systems
should be checked for disease.
Tracking diseases in tobacco transplant systems across the area is a
vital link to blue mold suppression
and control.
The Kentucky Blue Mold Warning System is available at all
county extension agents' offices.
This system gives the locations
across the southeast, and other
places. that blue mold may have
been detected.
Information that this system provides allows tobacco producers to
see the progression or the movements of the potential air-borne
spores and act accordingly.

AGRICULTURE UPDATE

GERALD CLAY WELL
UK Cooperative Extension Agent
Fungicides labeled for prevention of fungal diseases in the greenhouse and float, systems are few.
Dithane DF and Ferbam are labeled
under a 24C label and both expire
under this label June 16, 2000 for
use in transplant tobacco systems.
Since 1995 blue mold epidemics
have cost Kentucky tobacco farmers more than $300.000,000. As
stated earlier, blue mold can move
by airborne spores or by producers
bringing in infected transplants
from other parts of the country.
Fortunately, many tobacco producers in Calloway County obtain
plants from the local area.
This acquisition of transplants is
much safer than going out of the
state to obtain plants. However,
sometimes producers are forced to
obtain plants from other locations.
Situations such as this make the
Kentucky Blue Mold Warning Sys-

tern a very effective tool.
Burley tobaccos are highly susceptible to blue mold infections.
Dark tobaccos have somewhat
more of a tolerance to these infections, but can be devastated by blue
mold as well. Remember the 1998
tobacco crop?
The Blue Mold Warning System
is svailable through your Calloway
County Extension Office. The system can also be viewed at
www/uky.edu/Agriculture/Kpn/Ky
blue/Kyblue.htm.
With the use of good practices
such as sanitation, regular observation, preventative care, mother nature, and the Kpitucky Blue Mold
Warning Systfm, tobacco producers can help with the control and
suppression of a potentially devastating tobacco disease — blue
mold.

Farmers and livestock losing battle with coyotes
TAZEWELL. Va. (AP) When it's a coyote against a sheep.
the coyote usually wins. And that's
had news for shepherds in Tazewell
County who are losing more and
more sheep to coyotes.
"Used to be in Tazewell County
everybody had a few sheep," said
farmer Lenden Thompson, 64.
Thompson once had as many as 90
sheep on his 300-acre farm, but after losing 40 Iambs to coyotes a
few years ago, he gave up.
"That's on account of the coyotes." he said. "They were taking all
the profit. It's not getting any better."
Tazewell County is thick with
coyotes. and the rest of the state is
struggling with the problem as
well. Federal statistics show coyotes killed 448 sheep, 249 goats and
67 cattle in 1999, for a total loss of
$133,000 on 153 Virginia farms.
Some farms have lost dozens in a
season, usually in the spring and
early summer in the first few

VET
TALK

months after birth.
ternative than bounties. The Virhunters could shoot coyotes known
Government efforts to curb ginia Cooperative Coyote Damage to attack lambs or calves
at a parcoyotes by trapping and hunting Control Program, a joint effort of ticular farm.
have been unsuccessful and contro- the state and federal governments,
Efforts to rid western states of
versial.
utilizes trapping. but there is only coyotes have shown the futility of
A $50 bounty program created enough money for 2 1/2 trappers
by Tazewell officials busted its 50- for all 25 counties that the program
coyote budget in three months.
Three nearby counties have also covers in Virginia.
Program officials say the bounty
tried bounty programs.
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Clinton Bell, president of the money would be better spent hiring
Darrell
Adams has horse racing
more
government trappers.
Virginia Sheep Producers Associa"People think they're going to coursing through his veins.
tion, thinks a higher budget for
His father trained eight Kenbounties would solve much of the kill every coyote in the county,"
tucky
Derby starters. and he was
problem by thinning out the coyote said Chad J. Fox. a U.S. Department of Agriculture wildlife biolo- raised side-by-side with dozens of
population.
"My philosophy is any time you gist who works for the coyote pro- thoroughbreds on his family's farm
in the heart of the Bluegrass. Deget one of them, you've done a gram."But that's impossible."
spite
dreams of becoming a jockey.
The Humane Society of the
good day's work." Bell said.
Wildlife biologists say coyotes United States is opposed to both he began training on his own and
have been migrating east for decand trapping. saying that had several horses run at Keeneades and bounties will do little to the various traps are unnecessarily land in the mid-1990s.
All that ended nearly two. years
stop the migration. Coyotes began cruel to the coyotes and endanger
ago when he was convicted of
appearing in large numbers in other animals, particularly dogs.
The group favors better live- drunken driving for the fourth time
Tazewell in the mid-1980s.
stock
management such as fencing and incarcerated at the Blackburn
Some state and federal officials
say trapping coyotes is a better al- and guard dogs. As a last resort, Correctional Complex, a 394-bed
minimum-security prison for men
in northwestern Fayette County.
"I've made a lot of mistakes."

Dr. Betsy Character
'4eutering of our pets has become an impor-,, aspect of preventative medicine Spaying
castration are surgical procedures that
'cove the sexual organs Today. both of these
• e accepted and proven therapeutic and preon procedures but it was Valways this

Annties

Dixieland Shopping Center
(Behind Herdees on Chestnut St.)

767-9111
Auf.40• , ZSO
$$$$$$ Reg.,

FREE Long Distance
Call to anywhere in the
50 United States without
long distance charges!

$0

Nokia 918 phone
Home & Car charger
Activation Fee

Available on new one year service agreement Subject to credit check and approval
Fee will L,
.or eaov .errr, natiOn of contract Other restrictions ma art.1,. Offer era., 4 7'

Beior.e ti,ese procedures became widely
accected anc practiced there was a terrible
riCierr wih stray and feral animals The pop:.
sti•ayi or feral animals presented a
• -.;:us hea,•h risk to the human populatio,
• e r'Imber are p•oblem was the spread of !hi• es vrus The cause of infection was trci-incurred from infected dogs and cats Thi
' .a•!or occurred because the stray dog a^:
population were interacting with the wr,:.
animas and becoming infected Then due
domestication, they would readily interac•
people, which provided the opportunity
-ead the virus It was because of this pubi
aith risk that the first effort was made •
rease stray populations of animals throL,
sterilization

1-800-7594058
0

Alex, age 10, has fathered 17 puppies and lives
the life of leisure.
Submitted by Lori Andrus, Murray

In honor of

NATIONAL PET WEEK
we're publishing your pet photos and your
pet's funniest story or tall "tail."
All entries need to be limited to 1 photo and 15 words or les-

Westside
Veterinary
Service 1, P

$6.00 Charge
Deadline April 28th, 2000 For All Entries

Robertson Rd South

753-6749

Are Your Tires Ready
To Hit The Road This Spring?
Lifeliner STE

P
O
O
L
S
!
Prices Are Plurgi4

Brought to you as a public service by the veterinarians who
care tor your animals at.

1271

said Adams. 36. who lost his train- for Boys in Maryland,
and will
ing license when he went to prison. open another farm next
month on
'lust thank the Lord I never hurt
120 acres at the Marion County
or.killed nobody. Now my wife has Correctional Facility
in Ocala. Fla.
her trainer's license and is running
Gov. Paul Patton donated the
things until I get out."
land, adjacent to the prison and val.
Now, with the help of the state ued at more than $1
million, last
and the Thoroughbred Retirement year. Since May
of 1999, inmates
Foundation. Adams once again is have transformed,a
dilapidated catsharpening his skills as a horseman tle barn into
a brand new greenon a 100-acre farm built on the and-white
horse barn, complete
prison grounds and run by inmates.
with more than a dozen stalls —
The foundation is a national vol- homes to horses
with names like
unteer organization which attempts Foolin
Sam. Smarter Than Us and
to.rescue, rehabilitate and provide Ivory
Lady —
homes for thoroughbred racehorses farm manager and an office for
Jeff Oliver.
no longer able to compete. It al"They've put in a lot of work to
ready has retirement farms at the
get this place looking like this."
Wallkill (N.Y.) Correctional Facilsaid Oliver, a prison employee who
ity and the Charles Hickev.School
worked on a horse farm as a Woodford County teen-ager, "From the
barn to all the fencing. they've
done it all, and they take a great
amount of pride in what they've
done.
"Some of these guys had never
.6 Yr Limited Warranty
•24-Month Free Replacement
been arouna horses, at least up•24-Hour Roadside Assistance
(Passenger Cars & Light Trucks)
close enough where they could
•Smooth Quiet Ride
touch them. Darrell is my teacher's
NEW & USED TIRES • FREE BALANCING WITH TIRE PURCH
aid and helps teach the guys about
ASE
how to treat them and care for
them."
The horses have come to depend
on the inmates, who feed, bathe,
400 Industrial Rd.• 753-1111
walk and talk with them on a daily
basis.
Adams has formed a special relationship with one in particular, a
frisky, 6-year-old chestnut-colored
gelding named Stop Watch. Adams
smiles as he recounts the horse's
history: six wins — including a
ARIA
second place finish in the Louisiana
HUGE 31' x 19' O.D.
SO DOWN
Derby — six second place finishes
Family-Sized Pool
FINANCING
with Sundeek. Fence & Filter
and one third in 16 career starts and
atrohnsional
%S
Inatallation
S HOMEO
$266,000 in prize money.
WNERS ONLY
requirixl"aild 1 cost
CALL NOW. CALL TOLL FREE!
A ET Corporal:1os
"He injured his leg and had to be
retired," Adams said. "But he's still
a beautiful creature that needs to be
cared for. A lot of these horses just
end up at the killers."
According to the Humane Society of the United States, as many as
IF YOU IN
7.100 registered thoroughbreds
Better still, etch the warning
ON GETTING A T
were slaughtered in this country in
Signs into your brain. And
AT LEAST MA
1998 — 'nearly 10 percent of all
SOMETHING 1.1
horses slaughtered that year. That is
while you're at it, make a
equivalent to 22 percent of the
mental note to call 9-1-1 to
1998 U.S. thoroughbred foal crop.
It is a side of racing that most
get help fast any time they
fans never see
where horses that
show up. To learn more, visit
fail to live up their owners' high
www.aMencanheart.org or
expectations end their days neglected or on "killer vans," worth
call 1-800-AHA-USA1.
no more than their price per pound.
"It's a program that both the
TO
horses and the inmates get a lot out
American Heart
of." said Doug Sapp, commissioner
Association.
of the Kentucky Department of
Fighting Hest Di
and Stroke
Corrections. "They're not only
learning
a new skill — how to hanTtus Weal prowled se a public ionic*
dle and care for horses — but also
/999 American Heart Aaeliateloon
learning.things like patience, compassion and responsibility.

Warehouse Tire

e&
l

•
Since that time we have experienced the pc,
• .e results from spaying and neuter":
iiirnales spayed early in life will significarrl,
..crease their chances of mammary carcin:-- a a deadly cancer onginating from the ma--.Iry glands Also, because they will not expc
.,nce pregnancy potential complications a-,
i,oided Neutering males exhibit much iesi
igression which decreases the number of hir,
. :•ims every year as well as the number '
gs and cats that are presented with iniurn.
other animals They are also less likelv'
air which decreases their chances of ben.
by a vehicle or the road

Susan Hagood, a wildlife biologist
with the humane society. "Bounties
have been discredited as a means of
population control ... for at least 70
years."

Horses finding comfort at prison

CELLTOUCH,inc.

e
.0 l
••••l)

attempting to eradicate an animal
that's incredibly adaptable and increases reproduction rates when its
numbers dwindle, the group says.
"This is the 21st century," said

•

Send Your Entries To:
Murray Ledger & Times
Pet Showcase .
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
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Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,40% Discount 3rd Run.
(An Ad* Muw Run Within 6 ark Pe,toki
column
inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)
$2.50 per

$6.511

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 AM-5 PM, Mon. thru Fri.
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$2 SO extra tie Shopper 1 Tue. Classifieds go into Shopping GUlde I $2 SO extra tot blind box ad,
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010

010

Help Wanted

OWNER

Murray Electric System is now accepting bid
proposals for General Liability Insurance
Requirements for Fiscal year 2001. If your
firm desires to offer a quotation, detailed
specifications may be obtained at the Murray
Electric System Business Office, located at
401 Olive Street, Murray, KY Sealed bids
are due on June 16, 2000.

L0

020

60

Notice

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

arKi F°thld
THIS space is reserved
the day might come,
Your pet has strayed
can't find its way home.
Just give us a call, we'll
be glad to help.
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have Furry
or Feathered Friends,
Here at the
Ledger & Times.

!!LOOK!!
NOW OPEN!
Country
Thyme
Olde
Store Crafts, primitives
Deli, plate lunches and
country store State Line
Call 753-1916
Road (West) at Crossing
KY
060
Help Wanted
ALTERATIONS
Ruth's See & Sew
753-6981
AG Technician Wanted
BETH'S New & Redo Must be able to work on
farm equipment. Must furSewing. 759-0768
nish own tools. Excellent
FREE Pregnancy
benefits & pay. Call 270Tests! Life House
247-4456. Mon- Fri. 8-4.
753-0700.
ATTN: Boyd Bros. has
LETS Go Fishing.
immediate openings for
Redworms,
entry- level truck drivers.
Nightcrawlers.
No experience necessary.
Cold drinks.
Earn $500 to $800 per
Rex's Worm Farm.
week and get home week4600 Irvin Cobb Road,
ly! No CDL? No problem.
Murray, KY.
15 day CDL training avail270-436-2189.
able. 1-800-242-7364.

PHOTOGRAPHER
270-753-1001.

CLASSIFIED

YARD SALES
1x2 ad
S7.50

25 wd. max.
1 insertion

2x2 ad
$14.00

70 wd. max
1 insertion
National Rates

CALL FOR INFORMATION

060
Help Wanted

IMMEDIATE Opening for
waitress
experienced
counter person. Apply at
Pam's Deli & Cakes. 410
Main St., Murray.

rTHE CARD MERCHANT-1
524 S. 4th St., Murray, KY 42071
270-753-6980

Non-Sports Cards• Magic The Gathering
Pokemon • Star Wars • Comics
HOURS:
Mon.-Fri. 2 p.m.-8 p.m.
Sat. 10 a.m.-8 p.m., Sun. by Appointment
_1

OPERATORS
Are You Making
Top Dollar?
Are Company Trucks
Loading Around You?
Do You Get A
Choice Of Freight?
Is Your Pay Slow?
At Malone We:
Pay Twice Weekly
No Forced Dispatch
Trailers Available.
Discount Programs.
No Age imit On Trucks.
$1,200 Sign On Bonus.
Call 1-888-239-5527.
IMMEDIATE Opening: Full
Time office assistant to
AP.
payroll,
handle
Pertinent education and/ or
preferred_
experience
Competitive pay, benefits
Call 753-1434 during MonFri business hours application.
Equipment
LOCAL
Dealership has opening for
full-time parts position
Must have AG background
& excellent communication
skills. Mail resume to: Parts
Dept. 503 Walnut St
Murray, KY 42071

HELP WANTED
Bookkeeper Office Manager
Automobile dealership
Murray,
Kentucky - with
experience in compayroll,
puters,
general ledger, tax
returns etc.
Send resume to
BookkeeperOffice Manager
P.O. Box 825 or
Fax 759-1013
Murray, KY 42071

DRIVERS
Experienced Drivers
We offer one of the best
pay & benefits package in
the industry! Super home
time with family or friends!
High weekly miles & a new
rider program'
ALL THIS PLUS MUCH
MORE.. CALL NOW'
1-800-800-1440.

c7tircl of critcartics
LETTER OF THANKS
On April 22, Girl Scouts of the USA will celebrate the accomplishment of its over 880,000 Girl Scout leaders and other volunteers. On
behalf of the entire board of the Kentuckiana Girl Scout Council, I
would like to thank all 6,500 of our volunteers for contributing so much
time and effort to the Girl Scout movement. You truly make a difference in the lives of girls in Kentucky, Indiana, and Tennessee.
Without volunteers, quite simple, there would be no Girl Scouting.
Our volunteers are the very heart of Girl Scouts, and we are grateful to
them for the contributions they so selflessly provide. This is why
GSUSA has designated April 22 as Girl Scout Leader's Day — to
acknowledge Girl Scout leaders and other volunteers whose commitment, dedication, and constant effort help girls grow strong.
For those who have a daughter in Girl Scouting, take a moment to
think about her leader. Think about how at every meeting the leader is
there to help your daughter experience new challenges and gain nev,
skills for the future. Think about the amount of time the leader devotes
to preparing for the meetings while balancing family, job, and other
time constraints. On April 22, think about all she/he does and remember the Girl Scout in your life. Write a note of thanks, or better yet, if
you see her/him in the street, say "You're doing a great job, and we
appreciate it!"
For those of you who are Girl Scout leaders and volunteers, know that
we recognize all you do and are truly thankful. You are one of the keys
to helping today's girls become tomorrow's leaders. Together, we can
help even more girls grow strong through Girl Scouting.
Barbara Harned
President, Kentuckiana Girl Scout Council
1325 South Fourth St.
Louisville, KY 40232-2335

Tractor/
Trailer
Driver
Training
888-722-1919
Tuition Reimbursement Available
Train in Mayfield. KY

Wed. 3 P.m.

Thurs. 3 p.m.

470 Motorcycles & ATV's
480 Auto Parts
485 Sport Utility Vehicles
490 Used Cars
495 Vans
500 Used Trucks
510 Campers
520 Boats & Motors
530 Services Offered
560 Free Column
Card of Thanks • In Memory
• Happy Ads
Special Price

060

060
Help Wanted

West Kentucky
Technical
College

Deadline Day & Time
Fri. 11 a.m.
Fri. 11 a.m.
Mon. 1 p.m.
Tues. 3 p.m.

Monday
Tuesday.
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

360 Storage Rentals
365 For Sale Or Lease
370 Commercial Property
380 Pets & Supplies
390 Livestock & Supplies
400 Yard Sale
410 Public Sale
425 Land for Rent or Lease
430 Real Estate
435 Lake Property
440 Lots For Sale
445 Lots For Rent
450 Farms For Sale
455 Acreage
460 Homes For Sale

Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion
Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can be made

DRIVERS

INVITATION TO BID

VISA

ADJUSTMENTS

060

060
Legal Notice

Legal Notice

Just Say "Charge It"

180 Lawn & Garden
190 Farm Equipment
195 Heavy Equipment
200 Sports Equipment
210 Firewood
220 Musical
260 Mobile Home Lots For Sale
270 Mobile Homes For Sale
280 Mobile Homes For Rent
285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent
300 Business Rentals
320 Apartments For Rent
330 Rooms For Rent
340 Houses For Rent

010 Legal Notice
020 Notice
025 Personals
030 Financial
040 Roommate Wanted
050 Lost And Found
060 Help Wanted
070 Position Wanted
090 Domestic & Childcare
100 Business Opportunity
110 Electronics
120 Computers
140 Want To Buy
150 Articles For Sale
155 Appliances
160 Home Furnishings
165 Antiques

Ad Deadlines
Publish

Let c;:, put
you on the
road to a

NEW
CAREER
04 Week Program

•Day or Evening
Classes
•Job Placement
Assistance
L :540 Ect,ahon and Empopyrnent
,,r•e. • 1.dI p

BOAT/MOTOR-PARTS/SERVICE MANAGER
With knowledge of Evinrude & Mercury
Outboards, OMC,Volvo Penta & MerCruiser Stern
Drives - Computer skills associated with parts
ordering and inventory, warranty work,etc. Work 51/2 days a week. Monday through Saturday at noon,
seasonally March I through first week ot
November. Retiree's welcome. Send resume or
bring to SPORTSMAN'S BOAT WORKS,12800
US HWY 68 E., Benton, KY 42025 on Hwy. 68 at
Jonathan Creek, adjacent to Sportsman's Anchor
Resort and Marina.

Computer Estimator/
Customer Service
Seeking a Windows.
Excel, Microsoft Word
computer
operator.
Position involves anablueprints.
lying
preparing material, and
labor estimates, and
preparing
computer
generated work orders
tor customers. Preemployment substance
screen is required. Send
resume and salary history

to:

Mohon

International, PO Box
550. Paris, TN 38242.
Attn: Human Resource
Manager. EOE

CUSTODIAL WORKER
The Murray Board of Education is accepting
applications for several positions now open in their
Custodial Department.
All open positions are Monday through Friday.
With occasional overtime and weekend work.
Positions are to be filled immediately.
Requirements for these positions are as follows:
•Must have basic knowledge of custodial skilh
and/or housekeeping. Requires operating equip
ment such as vacuum cleaners, floor buffers, etc.
•Must be able to lift a minimum of 30 lbs. climb
6-8 ft. ladders, work as a team member with other
custodians, assist in snow removal during
inclement weather, work well with faculty, staff.
and children.
•Must have a minimum of a high school diploma
or equivalent.
The Murray Board of Education offers in its ben ,
efit package: Sick Days, Personal Days, Hardship
Days, Major Medical, Retirement.
Salary is based on experience and is paid once a
month.
Interested applicants may pick up
applications at the
Murray Board of Education Office
208 South 13th Street, Murray,KY 42071
The Murray Board of Education is an
Equal Opportunity Employer

Our Apprentices receive a livable wage. training and education in the industry along with medical insurance and pension contributions that are paid for
you so you can take care of your family when they get sick or you choose
to retire.
You are welcome to apply at Laborer's Local #I214 located at 1415 South
Third Street, Paducah. Kentucky. Applications are accepted Monday
through Friday between the hours of 9:00 a.m. and 3:00 p.m. Please bring
with you a valid driver's license, high school diploma or GED Completion
Certificate or be willing to enter into the Laborers' GED Program paid for
by the Union and our Union Contractors. This ad paid for by the Kentucky
.laborers' Joint Apprenticeship & Training Trust Fund.

Occupational Health
Nurse
Briggs & Stratton Corporation, the world's largest producer of small
engines for the outdoor power equipment industry, currently has an
excellent career opportunity in the Murray Plant for an Occupational
Health Nurse'who shares in our commitment to produce quality products within a safe and healthy environment.
The Occupational Health Nurse must possess excellent interpersonal
and communication skills when providing professional nursing care for
all of our employees. Responsibilities include administering first aid for
employees with non-industrial and industrial illnesses/injuries, maintaining medical records on patient's care and status, assisting with the
completion of accident investigation reports based on OSHA guidelines
for recordability, and the operation/maintenance of medical equipment.
Additional responsibilities include supporting our staffing efforts by
providing pre-employment drug screens to potential hires, scheduling
and preliminary work for physicals. EAP, loss prevention/ergonomic
awareness and wellness program administration, audiometric testing
and related clerical duties within this 1,000-person production facility.
Qualifications include
• A four year Registered Nursing degree with appropriate
Kentucky certifications and/or licensing.
•Three to five years of nursing experience
•Two to four years of nursing experience within an industrial
setting is strongly preferred.
• Certification in audiometric testing is preferred.
• Computer literacy(MS Windows. Excel, Word )is preferred.
• Maintaining confidentiality in dealing with patients' physical
and/or emotional problems is required.
We offer a comprehensive salary and benefits package. If you meet
these requirements and would like to join Briggs & Stratton's world
class manufacturing team, send resume to

Halp WININd

FOR Midnights. Must have
computer & phone skills.
Resumes only sent to.
104N. 5th St..
Suite 208
Murray, KY 42071
FT/ PT Housekeeping. Call
Angie. 436-2345.
HOLLAND Medical- A
leading provider of home
respiratory and medical
equipment is currently
accepting applications for
the following positionsBilling/ Collections
Representative- Excellent
phone and communication
skills as well as some computer experience required.
TechnicianService
Excellent communication
skills and a good driving
record required.
These are full time positions with health, dental,
vision. prescription, 401(K)
and paid Holiday benefits
available. Interested candidates should call(270)7531465 Ext.* 121 to schedule
an interview.

ConAgra
Poultry

CONSTRUCTION CRAFT: LABORER APPRENTICE
Tired of Temporary Agencies and non union employers that promise you a
career. You never quite make the 90 days it takes to become a full employee entitled to benefits before you are laid off. Then you just might be a good
candidate for us provided you are interested in the Construction Industry
and would like to apply to become a Union Construction Craft Laborer
Apprentice.

060
Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Poultry
of
ConAgra
Kentucky, a progressive
poultry processor with 12(X)
employees is now accepting applications for
he Processing Plant and Maintenance
Department in Hickory, KY. ConAgra encourages teamwork and promotes a safe working
environment. We offer great Opportunities for
promotion and advancement from within our
plant, with the following to offer:
•Competitive Production wages (Starting at
$7.10-$8.00)
•Maintenance Department (Starting at $8.51)$12.75)
'Medical Insurance
•Dental Insurance
•Paid Holidays and Vacations
•Prescription Card
•401(k) Plan
•Much More
Apply today at the Kentucky Department of
Employment Services in Mayfield. Paducah.
Murray. and Fulton. Transportation for
Production is now available for the Paducah.
Mayfield. Fulton, Hickman and Cairo, IL area.

WestView
•

•

t

1 1

1. ) ME

RN SUPERVISOR
Full-time; 3-11 & Part-time; 7-3
& 3-11. Competitive salary with
shift differential.
BENEFITS INCLUDE:
Health/Dental Ins; Life Ins;
Vacation/Holiday/Sick pay;
Retirement Plan; Attendance
Bonus; Childcare; Tuition
Reimbursement;
CONTACT:
Cathleen Haley @ 762-1591
270-767-3660
1401 SOUTH 16th STREET • MURRAY • KENTUCKY 42071

Join The Team

Landscape
Crew Openings
FTT & P/T
Students Welcome
Valid DL Required

Call Maley's
753-5726
LPN
Shady Lawn has openings
for LPN- Full and part time
Sign on bonus offered
Apply in person. 2582
Cerulean Road, Cadiz
EOE.
NEW, Upscale Salon.
Opening Soon in Murray
Now hiring management &
stylists. Guaranteed excellent pay. Please call
901-642-6494
SIGN On Bonus- RN
Shady Lawn has openings
for full or part time RN
charge nurse position. Sign
on bonus of $1,000.
offered. Apply in person.
2582 Cerulean Road,
Cadiz. E.O.E.
SIRLOIN Stockade now
hiring daytime & nighttime
dishwashers. Also Hot Bar
attendant. Apply in person,
M-F Bel-air Shopping
Center.
WAITRESS,PT Prep cook
Apply in -person at Green
Horse Cafe. Between 5am1pm.
Work From Home
On Your Computer
Internet Marketing
Opportunity
$5001 $6000/ month.
1-888-698-5060.
www.renuyourlife.net

Childeare
CLEANING houses is my
business. Reliable. Call
Linda. 759-9553.
or
Cleaning
HOUSE
Ironing 474-2131. leave
message
Experienced
NEED
Babysitter to keep 3 month
old twins. Starting June
Call 767-0405
WILL Sit with sick or elderly. Great references Call

after 5p.m. 270-759-9778.
Paul Newby
Briggs & Stratton Corporation
110 Main Street
N1iirra, KY 42071
An Equal Opportunity Employer

SELL IT IN OUR
CLASSIFIEDS!
753-1916
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000 FOP!
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Bustness
Opportunity

Equipmeat
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COMMERCIAL
Residential property for
sale Possible live in shop
on 641 South $21,500
759-0997

r

MONDAY APRIL 17, 2000

iga Computers
FREE Web Sites,
or Premiere For Only
$30/ mo
www wave3web corn
ienniterwoll
753-7838

Old & new. 753-7185.

KELLERS
COMPUTER PLACE.
New Hardware & Software
Upgrades &
Free Estimates
Internet Service
South On Route 121
436-5933.
Store Hours- 9a m -7p.m
Mon-Sat
Visa Mastercard Accepted
NEW COMPUTER
with Accessories $1800
759-0582

WANTED
Good, used
washer. dryer & refrigerator Please call 753-9267
150
Articles

For Sato
CARDIOSLIDE Call
759-2599
ROYAL Blue Long Satin
Prom Dress Size 8 Worn
Once
Call 489-2544,
Leave A Message
VACUUM Cleaners, bags.
belts & hoses Kirby supplies
Jerry's Sporting
Goods in Mayfield

"SAT GOOD-1111E1"
;.;:ner 1:er75 in the
c'assrieds and say 'hello to extra cast

Can 753-1916

LbGEI & TIMES

Captain D's at 700 N 12th St.. Murray, Ky.. is
now interviewing for day, evening and weekend positions for our dining room and counter
staffs
Flexible schedules Benefits include meal policy. opportunity for advancement, plus you
have the opportunity to earn up to a $1,000
college scholarships
Contact Charlotte Edmonson at 753-9383 to
arrange an interview.
Equal Opportunity Employer

270-759-1723

Metal Roofing

cr4e,

98 Bank repo mobile home

FL WER

located in local park Setup and ready to move in
Easy financing
Call Conseco
800-554-8717 Ext 774

POTTS'
Bedding Plants, Trailing Petunias,
Geraniums, Hanging Baskets,
Perennial Flowers & Tomato Plants
vieekdays 2-6 p.m. - Sat. 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
1107 Potts Road
11 mile oft HK1 121 between Stella and(oleht ate

MANAGEMENT TRAINEE

POSITIONS AVAILABLE
Taking applications for cooks, counter
help and car hops for all shifts.
Apply in person, no phone calls please.

Sonic of Murray
217 S 12th St

Need Furniture? Bedding?
For the best possible prices
since 1958....

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)

753-9621

tive position with a local GRAVES
COUNTY PERSONAL CARE HOME.
Salary commensurant with skill and
experience. Expertise in people skills,
health care, and business management would be MOST helpful. Position
available May 1st 2000. You may fax
resume to 270-683-8317. We will
respond by April 25 if interested.

lquarter

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

SERVICES AVAILABLE
Re:rclak begin at $2999

Weddings, Proms
and Ranquelx.

Murray. KY 42071
270, 7,4 1300

I Your Ad Could Be
Here For
some

•

Ed's Wheel Alignment
,41tgninent Complete Brake
St'Itlie, Strut. arid Shot ks eft
Mon.•Fri. Edwin Jones. Owner
7:00-4:00
1270175.'t-13AI

liteig&t*LIA*4:11,44:itiitt:44+•044(rft
GIFT BASKETS AND BASS
g
P

n

0

• ..v. or, ti,,,,•( d s ro,
,
i .-. el

Carol Block Inel. Sates Rep.
IP
1 Iteretsricky Lakes iltatiefee Sales 1
Pr
V
can be Prefl al Veen Street Vertu•rtes, Vierrav
0
0
PH/FAX. 75.1 4668 •,004.*97•949.5 • bletrkftork net
al
410.44$114 *4
61i**0111
.#PC:41**1111104

•

753-7890 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

1Murray-Calloway
County HosPital
762-1100

(13 week minimum)

alD

are responsible for the deductibles that
Medicare does not pay. $768 on Part A; $100
Part B. Call me for more information
FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS
You

Commercial Waste
Disposal
All Typs of Refuse

Service

1400•585•6033

JIM'S CARPENTRY
-11e•Mosp *idiom -Capstone Bent Decks Porches
•Drysreffiitio -ALL Werke Exterior

(270) 354-6240
FREE Estimates/References Available

Section-I-Vroperty now
accepting applications for
1 2 & 38R apartments
Please call 753-8221
EHO
VERY Roomy 2br, 2 bath
with garage All appliances
included with w/d 1yr
lease, 1 month deposit No
pets 753-2905
Far Rent
DEPOSIT & 1/2 Utilties
S200/mo 759-3768
LARGE BEDROOM in
pleasant home
Share
large living room kitchen,
& bath, w/d. cable tv Walk
to Hospital or down town
industry $190 plus deposit
of $125 Utilities included
753-9211

For Bent
2 (3br) Houses Gas heat,
consider rent to own
753-4109
2-3BR. 1 & 1/2 baths
Appliances furnished No
pets Deposit & lease
required 753-4181 or
489-2181
2BR Bnck House 5 miles
East of Murray In Elm
Grove Vicinity. 753-9865
2BR Plus upstairs Some
appliances available $400/
month 753-8981 No pets
3 or 4br. 1 bath Wicarppn
$285/ mo plus deposit
753-9826
3BR 1 bath 1489 Lawson
Rd in Stella Large lawn
with garden space
270-247-5787

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833-EXT 283
and Two Bedroom Apartments
-Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications
Office Hours 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
3BR.. 1 full bath (2) 1/2
NOW available
baths 208 S 12th St 7531 room studio, lust off cam3415 or 753-7123
pus New carpet, remodeled Coleman RE 759- 7 MILES East of Murray.
Small house on private lot
4118
436-2582
QUIET Area 1br, 1 bath
Cigas heat & air All appli- COUNTRY Cottage 2br,
ances included 1 year single bath Huge family
lease, 1 month deposit No room & eat in kitchen
Large front porch Lots of
pets Call 753-2905
shade Between Murray &
RED OAKS APTS.
Benton $300 per month
Special
437-4326
S100 Deposit
1BR From $280
STUDENTS. Excellent 3br,
2 bath house. Close to
2BR From $325
campus. Available 4-1. Call
Call Today!
Mur-Cal Realty
753-8668.
753-4444

12.200 sq. ft. Warehouse Also Available
Must See To Appreciate
Available For Viewing 415 S 4th
Mon -Fri 9 00-4 30• Call For Information 759-06 31
WE ARE SERIOUS AWNS+ P

1BR Apt across the Street
from MSU Has w/d, stove,
refrigerator. C/H/A Year
lease and deposit No pets
More info Larry Rogers
Day- 753-3734 Night- 7679230
1BR Apt. Partial utilities
paid $150./ month plus
deposit. Close to MSU
753-2934 or 753-5094.
1BR or effiencey apt W/D
available 1 1/2 miles from
MSU 767-9037
1BR . $200-5225 Various
locations Coleman RE
759-4118
1BR, like new,dishwasher.
W/D. Diuguid Dr
Coleman RE 759-4118

HILLDALE
Apartments
now taking applications for
1.2. & 3 bedroom apts
Equal Opportunity
Housing
TDD# 1-800-545-1833
Ext 287
Office phone 437-4113
Hours Mon-Fri
7 30AM-3 30PM
NEW 1br apt. University
Heights Stove, refrigerator, dishwasher. w/d. $325
Deposit. no pets.
753-4937 M-F, 8-5
NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or 34br house w/washer &
dryer, furnished. near
MSU Inquire at 1210 Main
St 753-1252 before 5pm.
753-0606 after 5pm
SPACIOUS, Very nice
duplex 2br, 2 full baths,
garage
Located
on
Michelle Drive Just North
of town, behind Cain's All
appliances
included
Washer/ dryer, dishwasher,
garbage disposal All the
extras
Lease/ deposit
required Call after 5p m
767-0912

MOBILE HOMES FOR SALE
New Belmont 2000, 16x80. 4 Br., 2 Bth.,
Quality Thru-Out The Home. Only $23.900.
Brand New 16x80 Southern Lifestyle 1998
Model, 3 Br.. 2 Bth., Super Deluxe. Reduced
S5,000. Free Delivery & Set-Up.
Doublewides. 1999 Models. All Reduced
SI0.000. Stop By & Look Before You Buy.

Yard Sale

YARD
SALE

1520 CANTERBURY Very
nice large 2 story 4br
Price reduced Immediate
possession
436-5922
36R 1 bath C/H/A, good
condition Lot & 1/2 In
quiet county subdivision
$62,000 753-8052
38R. 11 2 Bath Sun room
Extra lot $73,000
759-1719

3BR. 2 bath brick home
Almost new, cathedral ceilings White kitchen, 2 car
garage $91,2013
759-8749
Toys, baby
3BR Good Condition
clothes, tapes,
Appliances
included
books, stuffed
$73,000 813 N 18th St
Call to see 759-8578
animals
3YR Old Home for sale in
Cambridge Subdivision
440
3br
2 bath. C/H/A
WSCathie
Ventless gas fireplace. 2
11,2 ACRE Lot 7 miles car garage. large deck
North of Murray 753-1967 Nice yard & location For
appointment call 753-3440
MURRAY Estates
BUILT
New in 1996. This
Lots for sale city limits
3br.
1
bath has C/H/A,
Underground utilities
24x24 garage. 8x10 out270-435-4487,
building & deck on approx.
1-888-673-0040
1/2 acre $67,500 Call
753-2402
For Sate
COMMERCIAL'
Residential 2br on 641
20 ACRE Farm 3br Brick
South Great rental or
Stock & tobacco barn,
starter home S21.500
tobacco base 5 miles
759-0997
South of Tn-City on Hwy
DUPLEX for sale.
97 In Graves County Call
2br 1 bath Built in 1994
270-759-4998
Call 759-1476 after 6PM
25 ACRES Near Airport
Road 2br home, barn, EXCELLENT Rental property. Large house with 3brs
water. $75,000 Terms.
on main floor. 1br apt in
753-9302
basement Large lot with 3
APPROX 8 5 acres will
car garage. Plenty room for
divide in half Just oft Coles
parking in back of house.
Campground Road on
Walk to MSU Currently
Springs Rd 753-9502.
renting for $900. mo,
559-5062
potential for more After
5p.m call 759-2174.

St.
Thurs., April 20
9 a.m.-4 p.m.
109 S. 10th

Aange

FOUR-PLEX for sale 1br

10.6 ACRES 1 miles to
Panorama
Shores
Pasture,
water
city
$17,950. Terms 753-4984
BEAUTIFUL Building sites
available Pick your wooded hillside choice of
acreage from 2 on up
Restricted 1 tract with
pond located 5 minutes
North of town. Call for private showing today 7532905.

1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

"Murray's 1st Enterprise Zone"
Now Renting Office Space
Furnished or Unfurnished - You Choose
•Shiired area. arc liee insluiliiisi
(include central heat & jirl
Kitchenette. Breakrooni
•Receptionim
Conterence Rixim
•t.,,,e of ga,,, machine &
*Sprinkler sy stein

1BR apt available, all appliances furnished Mur-Cal
Realty 753-4444

Lou V. McGary
Does Your Polio Pa ion';
of the Deducttbles?

HORSEBOARDING Good
pasture & water Very reasonable rates 489-2918

1BR Upstairs Apt
Acrossfrom campu
No pets
Call 753-5980

THE PROFESSIONAL BUILDING

1 OR 2br apts near down
town Murray starting a
$200'mo 753-4109

INSURANCE

Over 25 Years In Business

n42 '000

Office Space

ATTENTION READERS:

Formal Wear
tejt's5 and Limousine liabP,tet..!;,5.1li

Par, TN .3/4242

Business Rentals

We are looking to fill a top administra-

You Can Advertise Here For
$6.00 per week - (13 week minimum)

An-a's Largest & Only in Stock Formal Wear
A Social Invitations by 'Carlson Craft
A Discounts on rental's depending on size of wedding or part
tla re West
304 Main Street

ONE lot on Murray
Pans Road 2 lots on 641
492-8488

Various size units
Walnut Plaza
104 N. 5th

v co ra
It'e

LOT For Rent 753-9866
LOTS For rent
Toskana Place
753-9270

Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
With 12, 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

Call 753-1970
Equal
Housing Opportunity

%POW

One

1/2 acre $100/mo 7536012

ILA,CAL.
111EIC munarirvi5

orm

DOUBLEWIDE 2 large
lots, large metal building
12ft high sliding doors
plus more 1 mile from
lake 762-0032 753-9961

489-2756

Will you earn 530 000-S35 000 this year and more
in future years? Fortune 500 company in its eighth
decade of growth needs three manager trainees
in this area
Are you
•Sports Minded
*Goal Oriented
•Ambitious
•Bondable with good reference
If you qualify. you will be guaranteed
•Minimum two weeks expense-paid training
.Complete benefit and retirement package
Unlimited earning potential and advancement
possibilities await you Act today for a secure
tomorrow
CALL TODAY OR TOMORROW ONLY
9 am. - 6 p.m.• 270-753-5986
Ask For Bill Neal

For

WOOD Fence Posts 1977 FENDER Fretless J-Bass 2BR Apt near campus, no
GMC Truck 3/4 ton with guitar with hardshell case
pets Days 753-5980 753$400 Call 753-4838 after 1203 after 5pm
utility bed 753-8555
3 30p m
2BR, W/D hook- up
FOR all your recording
Carport No pets $345
needs Sunray Recording
753-6931
Studio
Now open by
Equipment
2BR 1 bath Call Mur-Cal
appointment only
Realty 753-4444
For information
2BR duplex Central H/A,
1986 Electric Yamaha Golf
'436-5362 or 435-4619
good location. appliances
Cart New batteries in
MAIN STREET MUSIC
Coleman RE 759-4118
1994
Soft windshield
312 Main Street, Murray
Equipment
2BR,
near MSU central
enclosure charger. spare
Guitars. Amps, Strings,
HA, Washer/ dryer furtire included $1200 759Picks,
etc
Hours
NEW Holland 2 row tobacnished, furniture optional
1254 or 759-1209
10am- 6pm Mon- Fri
co setter with cultivators 6
Coleman RE 759-4118
electric
with
Carts,
GOLF
12pm4pm
Sal
scaffold wagons All in
2BR , newly remodeled
chargers 91 EZ-GO gray,
good condition Call
very nice, central H/A, near
windshield, batteries 9
492-8496
Homes For UM
MSU $300 No pets
months old $1375 81
VERMEER Round Baler
Coleman RE 759-4118
Club Car, beige. seat cov605 Super F Series Field
1 ACRE With 14x70 Mobile
ers. nice & clean $875.
3BR, 2 bath Condoplex All
Ready 753-8480 alter
Call 759-2185 or 767-0053 Home. Covered porch, appliances, water & sewer
6pm
new garage. S21.500
included Available to rent
Bargain State Line Road
May 1. 2000 Call 753901-247-3068.
1500 gal. plastic water tank - Scaffold
0834 or 759-9835
Wagon - Alum. truck tool box - Tob
1985 14x70 Fleetwood 4BR, 2 bath on Diuguid
mobile home on 2 -lots 2 Available now Coleman
boom spray- Transfer pump 5 H - Tuftwells 3 outbuildings Parti- RE 759-4118
ally furnished Many recent
Line 8' disk - Irrigation System: Berkley
AVAILABLE immediately
home improvements
pump & trailer, Onan 20H Engine, sweep
1&2 bedroom apts Also 1
$29,000 Crossland, TN
bedroom handicap accesCall 498-8980
sprinkler, gunstand, 1000" pipe.
sible apt Apply at Mur-Cal
Apts 902 Northwood Dr
1993 MOBILE Home Set
Phone 759-4984
up on 5 acres New
Equal Housing
Concord area $35,000
Opportunity
obo
COMPLETELY Remodeled
436-2269
2br. 1 bath 3 miles from
1996 CLAYTON 16x80 town C/H/A. Lease &
Mobile Home 3br, 2 bath deposit required Call
for houses, barns & sheds. Metal
516,000 270-492-8136
753-5719 or 753-2647
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
1996
FLEETWOOD EXTRA Nice 2br, 1 1/2 bath
& accessories in stock. Also post
16x80
3br. 2 bath townhouse. All appliances
frame building material.
Beautiful Priced to Sell, included 1 year lease, 1
Low fixed rate 559-6051
month deposit No pets
Call Metal Mall,
4 lots 120ft/200ft 1997 753-2905.
Mayfield
16x70
mobile
home. FORREST
View
garage, & other out build- Apartments 1213 N 16th
ings Coleman RE 759- St. now accepting applica4118 Also 12x65 rent to tions for 2br townhouses
own
Office Hours. 10- 2, M-F

1-800-909-9064

SEAFOOD

(inn arneri,

Fergie

A ADVERTISING Antiques SOLID 5pc bedroom suite
Collectibles toys Cash Beautiful dark marble finpaid 759-3456
ish $450 759-1246
ANTIQUES, Collectibles.
Furniture and Primitives
We Will Buy 1 Piece or
Entire Estates Call
SELLING Riding mowers
753-3633
CASH for toys. GI JOE Also buying riders needing
work 436-2867
and Transformers.
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S
12th.
Murray

GOT Computer
Questions?
Call Tony Powell
1270)-753-9206

220
Musical

460
Homes For Sale

Owner Financing
with reasonable

down payment.
711 Payne St.
2 br, w/garage &
triple deep lot.
415 South 10th

2 br., with carport.

Your choice
$39,900. 435-4632

Built in 1996 Call 7591476 after 6PM

FOR SALE
3 BR - 2 BA
Central HVAC
903 Southwood Dr.
Low Down Payment
270-759-1610
HARDIN- 4br brick, 11/2
baths. Central air. S58.000.
S6.000 down. Benton- 2br,
2 car garage. S55,000.
$6,000. down. Mayfield3br brick. Central air. carport. 565.000. $6,000.
down. Rent for above
5550/ month plus $700
deposit. Call 480-837-8327
or 437-4251.
NEW 4br. 21 .2 bath.
2100sq. ft. living space
Plus unfinished bonus
room. plus 2 car garage
City utilities, corner lot.
$139,900. 753-9735.
OLDER 2 story home in
Hazel. next to Tooters
4 BR 2 12 car garage
New heat & air $49.900
Call 492-8144

Global Mortgage Link
go Rentals

THE AMERICAN DREAM (Home Ownership)

Conforming & Non-Conforming Loans
•Zero Down - Great rates
•3% & 5% Down
Neon Beach
•
10% & 20% Down Etc.
Mini-Storage
•Investment Property
All Size Units
(Duplex - 4 Plex)
Available
•Refi & Refi Cash Out
•Home Equity, 2nd Mort. Refi up to 125%
753-3853
•Many Other Loan Programs
Refer to Ad #21 and ask for Gerry Puckett.
C-STORAGE
753-7407 • 1300 Johnson Blvd.
10x15 storage units 4th St
& Sycamore E Next to
Cunningham Auto Repair
753-3571

Feln'illillir"1
- 1:71f------..r!I:i:
(ABSOLUTE AUCTION)

CREEKVIEW STORAGE$20-$40 On Center Drive
Behind Tom's Grille
759-4081

NORTHWOOD
storage
presently has units avail.
able 753-2905 or 753
7536

EASTSIDE

NO MINIMUMS! NO RESERVATIONS!
THURSDAY, APRIL 20TH AT 6:00 P. M.
On The Sharon Church Road
Near Mayfield, Kentucky
4- Like New Tobacco Barns
Situated On 2.15 Acres
From Falders In Mayfield. Take Hwy 303 South 3.3
Miles To Sharon Church Rd, "Hwy 1890' Proceed
East 1/2 Mile....From Ford Richardson Tractor,
Take Hwy 97 South 2.5 Miles To Sharon Church Rd.
"Hwy 1890" Proceed West 1/2 Mile,

STORAGE

2.5 MILES NORTHWEST OF SEDALIA, KY
7-.,.

laarttize

119 Main • 753-6266

t.& Supcilies

,

AKC Registered Golden
Retriever Puppies
3 Females $200 Colors:
Dark To Light Golden No
History Of Hip Dysplasia.
Shots & Wormed Sire &
Dame On Premises Dame
Also For Sale $200 270474-8340 Please Leave a
Message
AKC Sheltie puppies
Taking orders now Will be
ready around May 10
Sable & white
Day 270-753-9892
Night 270-489-6133
Ask for Kim.

1t

3 01 The Darns Are 40'x'70,'
3 Tier - Approx 5 Acre Capacity
1 Barn is 40•2(44131'
3 Tier - Approx 3 Acre Capacity
All Have Mantles Root Linings
Ventilators - Entrance Doors
Tract 1 - 2 Hams Ors 1.115 Acre
Travel 2 - 2 Derma Ors 1 Acre

(

LAKELAND QUALITY HOMES

DOG obedience classes or
private Serving Murray 17
years 436-2858

88 N. Main, Benton, KY
70-$27-5253

TOY Poodles for sale
270-489-2761

AUCTION TO BE HELD)
ON SITE AT 6:00 P.M.

ID

S5,000.00 Dawn Per Tract
MAU^ MICE 1.41 30 ID AlfS

JAMES R. CASH
7-::.

AUCTIONEER di REAL ESTATE BROKER
c_
FANCY FARM. KYL

270-623-8466

.

jC

R
THF SELLING MACHINE
Selling Regardless Of Price!!

MONDAY APRIL 17 2000

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

1

1111111=911For

REDUCED
Almo area, 5br, 21,2 baths
Also 36x36 Budding on lot
$81,500 Call Kim at Park
Avenue Properties
362-4224 362-4148

1982 VIRAGO
7.000
miles New orag pipes
tires nice Must see
$1500 firm 753-2848
79 KAW 400 12,000 org
miles Excellent condition
$800 Call after 7p m
270-436-2973
HONDA 70 Good condition $1.000 489-2740

1

111
%UVley*Wu

1993
JEEP
Grand
Cherokee 4x4 White
104,xxx miles $8400 7532278
1995 EXPLORER 4wd
2dr, 6cyl Expedition trim.
extra nice $13.900 Call
435-4423.
1999 EXPLORER XLT. 4.0,
V-6. 2wd. CD & tape player. Loaded. 6,xxx miles.
753-2571 ask for Jan.

Wed Cars
1983 OLDS 98. Good condition. $2,000. obo.
489-2066.
1988 Honda Accord PS,
PB, air, tilt, AM-FM cassette. Great gas mileage,
very dependable. $2300.
753-0879.
1990 NISSAN Maxima,
Rear Damage. $1500.
753-0212, 8:00-4:30.
753-9644, after 5:30.
1991 Cad 4 door. Sedan.
White/blue leather inside.
116,000 miles. Car in good
condition. Lady driven.
Very nice car. $4950.00
Phone 753-3494
1993 Bonneville
SE
Keyless entry, power seat.
windows & locks.
436-2731
1993 COUGAR. 78,xxx
miles, white with blue interior. New tires. Excellent
condition. $6300. Call
753-2158.
1999 Chevrolet Cavalier
Rally Sport. Red 5sp.,
roof,
loaded,
moon
tilt/cruise, wheels, C/D, key
less entry, 23,000 miles.
$11,500. Call 354-8627 or
527-5569. Ask for Angie or
leave message.
MUST sell!
95 Chev. Lumina.
Call 759-3892, leave message.

[En

A-1 Tree Service
Stump removal & tree
Spraying
492-8737 or 437-3044
Free estimates
AFFORDABLE Hauling
tree work, cleaning out
sheds gutters, etc
436-2867
ALL Carpentry Service
From Foundation to
Finish
18Yrs experience
New Construction •
Remodeling* Repairs*
Custom Cabinets*
Concrete Work AGC
Certified
435-4272
Carpentry,
All
ALL
Electrical. Home building,
remodeling,
additions.
porches, decks Rotten
floors, sagging roofs
Home & Mobile repair,
vinyl siding References
Licensed & insured Cali
Larry Nimmo Day- 7539372 Night- 753-0353
Accept Visa or Mastercard.
ANTENNAS
Including
RV's, TV Towers, rotors.
amplifiers, and accessories.
Dish Network & Direct TV
Satellite Systems, Sales,
Service and Installation.
Beasley's Antenna
& Satellite,
500 N. 4th St, Murray, KY
502-759-0901.

15FT,
Runabout.
Fiberglass tri-hull. 55hp
Johnson outboard motor.
Trailer. Good condition.
nnn fly-7 1 00

rEtkisofftso

Call Cecil Mcleod's
Small Engine Repair Pick
up and delivery
753-9814
GUTTERS
High quality seamless aluminum gutters. gutter supplies, gutter repair and
shutters Variety of colors
Free estimates Call West
Ky Seamless Gutters
753-0278
HARVEY'S lawn mowing
489-2966
LAMB Brothers Moving
Contractors, cross country
or local Licensed &
Insured. Luke Lamb
270-753-2555.
1-877-902-5262.
LAWN Mowing Service.
759-4564.
LAWN Mowing.
759-1601,
MITCHELL Brothers
Paving
Industrial. commercial, &
residential. Seal coating &
excavating.
753-1537
435-4628
492-6141.
PAINTING- Pay less for
more. Call Dan 753-9618.
PERSONAL Touch ,
Home & Lawn Care
Fencing, Mowing &
Landscaping. Ask for
Jason. 753-5904

Free Estimates
1401 Garland Ct.
Murray, KY

1824 State Route 121 N.
Murray,KY 42071
Hrs:8 a.m.-3 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
Phone/Fax 270-753-8087

Lamb nr-other's

-Moving=
Cross Country Or Local
Licensed & Insured
1-877-902-5262 • 1-270-753-2555

Owner & Operator
*Luke Lamb*
C.

Paul's Pools
'Above Ground Pools
'Weekly Maintenance

*Installation
•Service

Call Paul Smith

(270)489-6087

Decks

Scott Lam pkins

,(270) 767-0062

Landscape • Lawncare
Michael T. Knuckles
452 Cook Store Trail
Murray, KY 42071

'99.95

"We Specialize in Cle(lning'.
*Vinyl Siding & Fencing "Mobile Homes
• Brick • All External Cleaning
*Acid Cleaning Available
•We Use Hot Water 'Parking Lots & Drivewas
David Borders

Fencing

DOWN TO THE
BARE KNUCKLES

David's Cleaning
Services

Dish Network
Inmalled lii
Nino Home'

Phone (270) 759-4734

d11-1
1
scCE

Brothers

%
,
•!..,0%
41
:1 -1471

•

Wood
Electronics, Inc.
753-0530
FREE to PRIMESTAR
Customers!!

d 1i

DIRE CTV

Best Pnces On Pagers & Cell Phones
Conic see us at our new location
408 N. 12th St.

MOW,MOW,MOW...

270-436-2269
1-800-821-6907
LICENSED & INSURED

(270) 489-2070
Cell (270) 210-0059

AeAt to Pizza Hut,

' Tree Service

13ceclivi Creel( LAWN (Arc
It's that time of year again. If you need
experienced, dependable, courteous lawn
care call...

1,,,prtrung
I slor,J;
Cleanup Servne
24 Hr. Sent,
Hedge Trimming Full Lou. i4
Equipment
Tree Stump
Removal
Paul Lamb

David Bailey 436-5085
or 753-1040

David's Home Improvement

THANK YOU
Over 10 Years In Business

• Replace rotten or water damaged floors.
• Install braces & floor joists under houses
for sagging or weak floors.
• Replace or repair water and drain lines.
• Install moisture barriers.
P/us...all other home improvements

Business On A Budget?
SAVE $195 with this 2x2

David Gallimore, Owner
Free Estimates

consistency ad in classifieds every
day for a month - including
Shopper for only $205.

901-247-5422

M.S. Construction

Call 753-1916 For Details

Specializing in
Roofing,
Re-Roofing
& RoofRepairs

Classifieds
- Office Open
7:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Closed Saturday

Professional Work
Free Estimates

1998 Pontoon. 20' Fish
Cruise_ 60hp, trolling
motor, 2 live wells, depth
finder, ladder. Full cover,
trailer. Like new, $9800.
435-4423.

CONCRETE Finishing
*Driveways
*Patios
*Sidewalks
*Free estimates
435-4619
CUSTOM bulldozing &
backhoe work, septic systems. 354-8161 after 4pm
Horace Sholar
CUSTOM Tractor Work
Garden Tilling- Drive
Ways Graded- Box Blade
Work- Bushhogging
Free Estimates
Gerald Carroll, Owner
Phone 270-492-6159
Cell 853-4188
D&D ROOFING
Call us for all of your roofing needs. 436-2613
DEAD Shrub & Tree
Removal, Call
270-435-4645.
DECKS, Roofing, vinyl siding. Quality work. Free estimates. Over 25 years
experience.
Gerald
Walters.
753-2592.
ELECTRICAL
New construction,
remodeling, or just replacing a switch.
Licensed & Insured.
753-0834
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming, removal, stump
grinding,firewood. Insured.
489-2839.
TUCKER LAWN CARE
SERVICES
Mowing, trimming, leaf &
clipping removal, dethatching, aeration, overseeding
&
fertilization,
bed
mulching. Free Estimates.
759-9609
COLSON HOME REPAIR
Additions, garages, decks,
remodeling, vinyl siding.
20Yrs experience.
753-5592.
ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking. 753-8056.
APPLIANCE REPAIR
All brands; Kenmore. 30+
years experience. BOBBY
HOPPER,436-5848.
ART WORK
Hand Painted wall borders,
ceiling medallions, furniture & more. 15yrs expenence. Cheryl Homer. Pans,
TN. 901-644-1855. 6-9am
& 6-9pm.
BACKHOE SERVICE.
ROY HILL. Septic system.
drive-ways, hauling, foundations, etc. 436-2113.
BRYON'S Lawn Service.
Free estimates. 759-0276.
BUSH HOGGING
No Job is too big or small.
Dependable, honest and
hard working. Free estimates. 753-4692. Ask for
Billy.
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks. Special sizes for
motor home, boats, RVs
and etc. Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value. Roy Hill 436-2113.

Residential, Commercial
or Industrial.
270-435-4645.
RUDOLPH'S Lawn Care
Mowing,
Trimming,
Landscaping,
Etc.
Experienced
and
Dependable.
TREE ESTIMATES"
753-9095.
SUREWAY
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment.
Free estimates.
753-5484.
MOWING And Trimming.
Small to average lots within city limits of Murray. Call
Steve 767-9178.

Support Relay For Life
May 5th & 6th

Serving The Area For 27 Years
AREAS LEADING CARPET BUSINESS

• Carpet• Vinyl • Hardwood
• Laminate Flooring
PROFESSIONAL INSTALLATION AVAILABLE
BY CERTIFIED STAFF

GREETINGS

10E SMITH CARPET

your are a NEWCOMER to
Murray/Calloway County
Call KATHRYN OUTLAND AT
If

U.S Hwy. 641 N.• Murray • 753-6660

•.
4

cf

••••

VERNON'S PAWN SHOP
"CASH IN A FLASH"

753-3079

Loans On Anything Of Value
We Tote The Note Auto Sales

COMMUNITY
GREETING SERVICE
FORA
SPECIAL WELCOME

Cars• Trucks• Guns • Knives • TV's
Stereos • Musical Equipment • Coins • Jewelry
Stamps • Baseball Cards • Antiques
• Miscellaneous

•

28 Year Anniversary -,
713 S. 12th St. MURRAY, KN'42071

Li

900am

753-7113

Bryan Furches of Murray recently served as a page for
Sen. Bob Jackson during the 2000 legislative session in
Frankfort. While in Frankfort, Furches also attended Kentucky's annual Agriculture Day Breakfast hosted by Agriculture Commissioner Billy Ray Smith. Furches is a freshman at Calloway County High School and is the son of
Tripp and Sharon Furches.

Cancer can cause
eating disorders
Q: My husband has very little
appetite because of his cancer. His
doctor says he may develop anorexia and cachexia. What are these
conditions?
A: Anorexia means loss of
appetite. It is the most common
cause of malnutrition and deterioration in cancer patients. Almost
all patients with widespread cancer develop anorexia.
Cachexia is a wasting condition with weakness and a continuous loss of weight, fat and muscle. Anorexia and cachexia often
happen together.
Cachexia can happen in people
who are eating enough, but who
cannot absorb the nutrients. Cancer cachexia is not the same as
starvation.
A healthy person's body adjusts
to starvation by slowing down its
use of nutrients. In cancer patients.
the body does not make this.change.
Maintaining adequate nutrition
can help cancer patients feel and
look better, improve daily functioning and tolerate therapy.
Your husband's doctor or a health
professional with special training
in nutrition can suggest ways for

We have been welcoming NEWCOMERS since 1946
50 years!

- Ask the CIS
your husband to improve his nutri
tion. These tips from the Nation
al Cancer Institute also may help.
• Eat small frequent meals.
• Choose high-protein and highcalorie foods for meals and snacks.
• If possible. avoid liquids with
meals to keep from feeling full
early.
• Try to eat when feeling best.
Use nutritional supplements when
not feeling well.
• Work up an appetite with
light exercise or a glass of wine
or beer, if allowed.
• Avoid strong odors. Use boiling hags, grill outdoors, use a
kitchen fan, serve food cool or
room temperature and remove food
covers to release odors before
entering the patient's room.
• Make eating as pleasant as
possible by trying new recipes and
experimenting, with different colors and textures of foods.
For free booklets on nutrition,
call. the Cancer Information Service at 1-800-4-CANCER.

HOROSCOPES
hard-pressed to cover all your bases.
Tonight: Make it an early night.
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)

BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Tuesday. Apnl
18, 2000:
You'll keep 'em guessing this year when
it's decision-making time! Even if you
RICK'S Roofing & Repairs. feel pressured to do the right thing, you
Shingles, flat roofs & metal won't want to compromise your personal
roofs. Free estimates.
needs. You might often find yourself in
270-437-4559.
an either/or situation. Learn to detach
ROOF LEAKING?
and discern how to best serve all conCall a professional.
cerned. Deal with joint financial matters

489-6125
We're Rolling Out
the Carpet for You!

DAVID'S HOME
IMPROVEMENT
*Replace rotten or water
damaged floors
•Install braces & floor
joists under houses for
sagging or weak floors
*Replace or repair water
and drain lines
*Install moisture barners
Plus... all other home
David
improvements
Gallimore, Owner. Free
Estimates. 901-247-5422.

•Cement Boards
III Grouts IN Mortars

14 years
experience'

*HOUSES
*FARM FACILITIES
*DECK & PATIO RESEALING
*DRIVEWAYS
*VINYL FENCES

PX

AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks, Home Additions.
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding,
Garages. Carports. Pole
Barns. Metal Buildings,
Fencing. Hardwood Floors
Installed &
Finished.
Quality
Workmanship.
Rates
Affordable
Licensed
753-7860 753-9308.

In Stock Over 50,000 Sq. Ft.

Commercial & Residential

.
J

1990 GMC Step-side pick
up. 350, PW, PDI. Good
condition. Call after 6p.m.
270-474-8808.
1995 CHEVY Truck. 1/2
ton. 2wd. 350, 5spd.
Loaded, aluminum wheels.
$12,000. obo. 753-9891.
CHEVROLET
1996
C2500. Lwb, white. 44,xxx
miles. Call 753-5113 after
5p.m.
1998 S-10. 27,xxx miles.
$10,000. obo. Must sell.
767-0556.

your

unspkins Pressure Cleaning

Vans

1995 DODGE Caravan 1
owner. low miles White,
extra nice. Call 759-5238,
600
Used Trucks

tiller dr lawnGET
mower ready
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as clearly as possible. If you are single.
your appeal becomes unusually high.
However, choosing a suitor proves to be
challenging. You might be having too
much fun!
attached, you often play

If

devil's advocate with a partner. Take
rime to relate more quietly and less controversially. A special vacation you have
both talked about could be exciting and
would be beneficial to your bond.
SCORPIO wants facts.

**** Finances require careful handling. You might not be sure of a decision you recently made. You have an

opportunity to change your mind.
Pressure builds. The responsibility falls
on you. Make appointments for the late
afternoon. Tonight: Check in with a
neighbor.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Others certainly are contrary
and somewhat testy. Recognize your limits with a partner. You might want to do
the best thing but find that you're being
blocked. Recognize another'S autonomy.
and let him make the decision he needs to
make. Take charge of your finances.
Tonight: Indulge a little.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Pull back and evaluate what is
happening. Don't feel that you need to
give an immediate answer or response.
Take your time mulling over a decision.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll As a result, you come out on top. Go with
4-Positive; an afternoon energy surge. Tonight: Do
Have:
5-Dynamic;
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult

what makes you happy.

SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
***** Push easily comes to shove
as the full moon beams on you. Discover
what is important to you when faced with

**** Use the daylight hours to put
the finishing touches on a project. You
have many good ideas. Knowing when to
put your foot down with a child or loved
challenges. Redefine a relationship. one is important. You could make yourAnother might see it totally differently. self more unhappy by not stating your
Defer to others when you can, Tonight: limits. Tonight: Take a night off.
Accept an invitation.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** Maintain a strong presence at
*** Easy does it. Work and general work. Your realization about what is
activity might exhaust you. Pace your- important needs to be acted upon Family
self; recognize that you might need a members squawk, and you feel like tossvacation or break. Examine your long- ing your hands in the air Understanding
term goals. Take time to think and to what a fnend wants is key Tonight:
evaluate your choices. Tonight: Put your Where others are.
feet up.
AQUARIUS (Jan_ 20-Feb. 18)
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Reach out for others, though
***** A fnend could inadvertently
you might need to screen calls just to
challenge you. Aim for what you want_ complete
a single conversation.
Be willing to use your creativity and tal- Popularity soars. You feel good wherevents in a pressured situation. You might er you are. Listen to another's version of
have a decision to make that can no a stor)', but don't necessanly buy into it.
longer be put off. Give a loved one more Remain upbeat and positive Tonight: A
time. Tonight: Kick up your heels.
must appearance.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**a Build on what has been estab- ***** Talk to a partner as if he is a
lished A boss makes demands. Stay friend and on your team Assuming an
organized Domestic concerns need to adversanal attitude won't help, especialtake pnonty Though you might under- ly financially. Realize that another does
stand what is ailing another, doing noth- have a limit. Don't push it! Discussions
ing could be best. Tension continues to provide new ideas for you to consider.
mount. Tonight: Be spontaneous.
Tonight: Surf the Web.
LEO iJuly 23-Aug. 22)
**** Reach out for others, even BORN TODAY
though you might feel that someone is Actress Melissa loan Han 1976i. actress
acting up. Listen to feedback. Hayley Mills (1946), actor lames Woods
Understand why a family member needs (1947)
your support and guidance. You could be
•
•
•

IL

•
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DR. GOTT
By

Peter H. Gott,

M.D.

DEAR DR GOTT: My young son
sprained his ankle three weeks ago
and still has pain when he bears
weight. Should this concern us?
DEAR READER: Ankle sprains are
the most common injury in sports and
have been estimated to occur in one
per 10,000 people per day. This averages out to 23,000 ankle sprains a day
in the United States.
Most ankle sprains are temporarily
painful but, over time, heal without
incident. Unfortunately, however, one
or more sprains predispose an individual to future ankle injuries, including further sprains.
On occasion, because ankle sprains
usually involve sudden shearing
stress on the ankle joint, such sprains
can .pull off pieces of bone from the
ankle itself. This is technically a fracture and is commonly treated by casting the ankle for two or three weeks.
If your son was X-rayed at the time
of his injury and the films were normal, he is safe to wait out the sprain,
bearing weight as he can without too
much discomfort, and assisting the
healing process.
On the other hand, if no X-rays were
taken, I would certainly take a more

DEAR ABBY

aggressive position: X-rays to check
for a fracture, followed by casting for
comfort. I recommend that your son
be examined by an orthopedic doctor,
so that the extent of the injury can be
assessed and proper therapy administered.
DEAR DR. GOTT: During a routine
examination, my doctor seemed perturbed because she found my liver to
be slightly enlarged. A CT scan
revealed fat, but no tumor Now she
wants me to have a liver biopsy. 1
have no symptoms and, at 57, enjoy
excellent health. The doctors won't
tell me what they are looking for, so
why should 1 agree to surgery?
DEAR READER: In the first place,
don't consent to any surgery — even a
simply biopsy — without first knowing
what the doctors are looking for. All
surgery carries certain risks. The hazards of liver biopsy include hemorrhage, peritonitis and infection.
I believe that you would be better
served by insisting on more non-invasive testing. For example, blood tests
of liver function and the possibility of
hepatitis would be helpful in delineating the cause of your fatty liver.
You might be interested to learn
that alcohol — even in moderate
quantities — is a major cause of fat
deposits in the liver of adult
Americans. Therefore, try an experiment. If you drink, give up booze —
including wine and beer — for a few
weeks. Then have another exam. If
your liver shrinks, a biopsy may not
be necessary. However, if biopsy is a
serious consideration, you are entitled
to more information and full disclosure. As a final option, your doctor
might refer you to a liver specialist for
a second opinion.
To give you related information, I
am sending you a copy of my Health
Report "Medical Specialists." Other
readers who would like a copy should
send a long, self-addressed, stamped
envelope to P.O. Box 2017, Murray Hill
Station, New York, NY 10156. Be sure
to mention the title.

DEAR ABBY: My fiance and I
are being married next year, and we
have decided to start a new wedding tradition. Along with registering for housewares, china and place
settings, we are requesting something straight from the heart of
each of our guests.
We are asking our friends and
families to donate blood in honor of
our marriage! We want our guests
to have the opportunity to give a
gift that will truly last forever in
someone's life. We have been donating blood together for several years,
and it makes us feel great.
Our local blood center will set up
a group number especially for our
guests to use when they come in to
give blood. They'll also keep track of
the donations so we'll be able to personally thank each donor for his or
her special gift.
Knowing that we have helped to
save lives will add to the joy we will
experience on our wedding day.
BLEEDING HEARTS IN DENVER
DEAR BLEEDING HEARTS:
I commend you and your fiance
for your ingenuity and generosity. You've come up with a
bloody good idea, and I hope it
inspires others.
***

LOOKING BACK

trysts, she is robbing her husband
of the mental, emotional and physical affection that is due him alone.
The affair will leave permanent
scars on her and her marriage that
time will not erase.
How I wish someone had taken
me aside and shared these facts
with me. I was selfish and foolish,
and have nothing to show for it but
a divided and sorrowful heart.
Abby, I hope she realizes before
it's too late that it's up to her to
direct her energies toward keeping
her marriage alive and well, and
that her husband needs her full
attention.
VOICE OF EXPERIENCE,
PORTSMOUTH,N.H.

I en years ago
Winners of the Personal Economic Program statewide essay
contest, sponsored by Young Bankers District of Kentucky Bankers
Association were Stacey Foster,
first, Murray Middle School,
Teresa Lee, second, Calloway
County Middle School, and Karen
Green, third, MMS.
Births reported include a boy to
Tammy and Kelly Couch, a boy to
Dortha and Junior Hendon and a
boy to Amanda and Barry Morrison, April 11; a boy to Tammy and
James Nelson, a girl to Anita and
Mark Crass and a boy to Alice and
James Kiser, April 12.
Twenty years ago
"Murray city officials and business leaders returned to Marray
from a meeting with Tappan Company officials in Mansfield, Ohio,
with the feeling that closure of the
local plant appears to be imminent," a spokesman for the group
said.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Thompson, April
7.
Vida Trenholm RN of Murray
has been named "Nurse of the
Year" by District 13 of the Kentucky Nurses Association.
Mr. and Mrs. Tar S. Rogers will
be married 50 years April 19.
Thirty years ago
Murray Lions Club honored its
past club presidents at its meeting.
Lion Rue Overbey, president of the
Murray club in 1950-51, served as
toastmaster which honored the 18
former heads who are still active
members

DEAR VOICE: I agree. The
young woman who was tempted
to act on her strong attraction
to her "friend" is playing with
fire. I hope she'll listen to you,if
she wasn't inclined to listen to
me.
ss*
For everything you need to know
about wedding planning, order "How to
Have • Lovely Wedding." Bend a bust.
nese-sized, self-addressed envelope, plus
cheek or money order for $3.95 ($4.50 in
Canada)to: Dear Abby. Wedding Booklet,
P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris, IL 610540447.(Portage ia included,)

DEAR ABBY: I hope that 27year-old married woman who told
you she fantasized about kissing
her "friend" will listen to what I
have toy on the subject. I was the
same age she is when I headed
down that path, and I have a few
tips I'd like to pass on:
Not only is that man not her
friend, he's her enemy, her husband's enemy, and an enemy to her
marriage. Long before she has
ceased obsessing over that scoundrel, he will have forgotten her and
moved on to his next victim. He will
pull her down to his level until she
CONTRACT BRIDGE
has rationalized away her illicit
behavior and no longer cares what
What is your child getting
2000 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN.
it does to her marriage.
into at the playground?
That little "adventure" will
create in her a wandering spirit
Last year, a half million
DR. GOTT
trump, winning East's nine with
that no number of liaisons with him South dealer.
kids were seriously injured
Both sides vulnerable.
the queen.
—
or
the
next
suitor
—
will
satisfy.
at their neighborhood
NORTH
There was now only a slim
Her
acquaintances
will
consider
her
PETER
playgrounds. Learn how to
•10 7 5 4
chance for the contract,and Rubens
loose and easy whether she consumkeep your child safer by
VA Q 1053
played for it. He overtook the king
GOTT, M.D.
mates the flirtation or just plays
calling 1-800-824-BONES, or
•Q 3 2
of hearts with the ace,led dummy's
around.
by visiting www.aaos.org
Full-blown affairs always begin
+6
last trump,finessingthe eight,then
with "harmless" little flirtations —
WEST
EAST
cashed
the king of trumps and diaAmerican Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons
which are neither harmless nor
—
•J 96 3
mond ace, producing this position:
We keep you well connected
little. While she's enjoying her
J 76 4
V 98
North
*KJ 9876
V Q 1053
•5 4
+108754
+KC? 9
•Q
VP A I L_ler C
IVI
SOUTH
West
East
I_C)11\11 ID I E
*AKQ 82
J 76
V9
V K2
•K
•5
•
A
10
Q
+1087
ON SECOND TwOUGHT, THAT'S
diAJ 32
South
VOLUNTEER HAS A
WHAT r
The bidding:
2
NICE RING WAS
TO IT
South West
V2
North East
THINKING
2 NT
Pass
3+
Pass
•10
4V
Pass
'7111r- 34
Pass
+J3
5+
Pass
Pass
5•
Rubens now played his last
7.
trump, and West was in a pickle.
Opening lead — king ofclubs.
Hoping his partner had the jack of
A hand played by Jeff Rubens clubs, West discarded the queen of
the year he won the national Men's clubs as declarer discarded dummy's
Pairs is a marvelous example of diamond.
how to parlay a high degree of
Rubens then cashed the jack
4-17
skill with a corresponding amount of clubs, West this time parting
ofgood luck to bring home a grand with the king of diamonds, hoping
C.: Air HI
slam.
his partner had the ten.But Rubens
Rubens
took
West's
now played that card, on which
king-ofLIR
TM FINISHED!
AACK!!'
FROM THIS MOMENT
TO HELP
ioNAT?
clubs lead with the ace and cashed West discarded a heart. When deDAYS
.SPENDING
'TOTAL TAX
ARE
MR!!
THE
Bow,
EASE
KEDGE
FORTH,
14SELF
TWIT
I
AND
the ace of trumps. After West clarer next led a heart and finessed
OWED IS...
A SIMPLE, FRUGAL LIFE YOU CAN PAY
DOES It" tow SHOPPING IS DONE !!
TIE UP
showed out, Rubens ruffed a club dummy's ten, West's agony was
OF BARE NECESS1T1E 5!!
YOUR TAXES
MY
with dummy's ten and returned a finally over.
WITH A CHARGE
WHOLE
CARD THIS
Tomorrow: Eternal vigilance.
CREDIT

Famous Hand
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CROSSWORDS
ACROSS

FOIR BETTEIR cr VVCO FtS•E
70fIN,li-16. ANSWER
NOW 16 'yes, I
CAN"

\i'44E.EZE

PANT
?ANT
WHEEZE-

GAFIVIEL_ID

THEN ,yoLl
WAIT
TILTi4EV'RE
SIT-nNG•
STILLAND

1 The — is
cast
4 Cooking
vessels
8 Sewing —
11 Ruthless
13 Spanish
queen
14 Type of
current
15 French yes
16 — — Prince
18 — -a-tat
20 Encountered
22 Humor
23 Kill
25 Male title
27 Ms. Korbut
30 Rocky hill
32 In between.
for short
34 Wide shoe
size
35 As
37 Former
Italian title
for a woman
40 Nova Scotia
(abbr.)
1

HAMMER
HAMMER
HAMMER
HAMMER

41 Comic's
Snorkel, for
short
43 Ship channel
44 In the past
46 Dull sound
48 Sports org
50 Sea birds
53 Mother
55 Affirmative
57 "Old
McDonald"
refrain
58 Although
61 — la la
63 Sunshine St
64 Nothing
65 Reach the
highest point
68 Witness
69 Feminine
suffix
70 Not watery

2

11
15
Ui9

23

al

difficulty
5 Scoreboard
reading
6 Spigot
7 — away
(hide)
8 Tea
9 — — pinch
8

21

a El 26 I
d 3, ill
ill
ill A duuiiii%dor
il d
dr
illdill ill ill
il
di
di
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32•33

47

46

53

ond Babylonian culture.

-1 is greatest accomplishment,
however, was his famous
work on the Throat culture.

THAT5 71.4E
DIA8E5T
TM* EVER
61,21TTEN

10

17

35

Joe Anthro was on
authority on Egyptian

9

13

24

31

54

55

Local Delivery
RATES
3 mo.
$18.75
6 mo.
$37.50
1 yr.
$75.00
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By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, April 17, the
108th day of 2000. There are 258
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On April 17, 1961, about 1,500
CIA-trained Cuban exiles launched
the disastrous Bay of Pigs invasion of Cuba in a failed attempt
to overthrow the government' of
Fidel Castro.
On this date:
In 1492, Christopher Columbus
signed a contract with a representative of Spain's King Ferdinand and Queen Isabella, giving
Columbus a commission to seek
a westward ocean passage to Asia.
In 1790, American statesman
Benjamin Franklin died in Philadelphia at age 84.
In 1964, Ford Motor Co.
unveiled its new "Mustang" model.
In 1969. a jury in Los Angeles convicted Sirhan Sirhan of assassinating Sen. Robert F. Kennedy.
In 1969, Czechoslovak' Communist Party chairman Alexander
Dubcek was deposed.
In 1998. photographer Linda
McCartney, wife of Paul McCartney, died in Tucson, Ariz., at age
56.
Five years ago: An Air Force
jet exploded and crashed in a
wooded area in eastern Alabama,
killing eight people, including an
assistant Air Force secretary and
a two-star general. President Clinton signed an executive order stripping the classified label from most
national security documents that
were at least 25 years old.
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1 Pertaining to
a nobleman
2 "Tag" player
3 VVW1I area
4 Obtains with
5

TODAY IN HISTORY

Answer to Previous Puzzle

DOWN

3

Sheila McCuision was crowned
queen of West Kentucky Horsemen's Association at the Jaycee
Civic Center, Paducah. She is an
eighth grade student at Murray
High School and represents the
New Providence Riding Club.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Harrington.
April 10; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Roger Childress, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Hugh Arnett and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Ronald Thompson, April
11.
Forty years ago
A delegation called on Mayor
Holmes Ellis and the Murray City
Council requesting something be
done about the creeks running
through the city to keep them open.
City Attorney Wells Overbey said
that from a purely legal standpoint
the city had no right to enter the
private property on which the
creeks run.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Charlie Lampley, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Carlos Ferguson and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Joe Pat Johnson.
Fifty years ago
A new 36-foot Coast Guard inspection cruiser took to the waters
of Kentucky Lake over the weekend to inspect and board all types
of fishing and pleasure craft both
large and small.
Mrs. Fannie, McElrath of 205
South Third St., Murray, celebrated
her 99th birthday April 15.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Alexander, April
13.

57

10 Type of cross
11 Vehicles
12 Drone
17 — Grande
19 Make lace
21 Actor Dalton
24 — Kippur
26 — Tin Tin
28 Army off
29 Roman
bronze
31 Tattered cloth
33 Genetic
material
35 Suffix
36 Alphabet
sequence
38 Mr. Rather
39 Mature
42 Fall clumsily
45 Mine find
47 Female deer
49 — — get
that"
51 Attractive (sl )
52 Single
54 "Of — and
Men"
56 — Lanka
58 Part of O&A
59 Fabricate
60 King —
62 In addition to
66 Army off
67 Letter of the
alphabet
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MSU second in Richmond
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
RICHMOND, Ky. — The Murray State women's golf team finished second in the I7-team Lady
Colonel Classic Saturday at Arlington Golf Course.
The two-day, 36-hole tournament was the Lady Racers' final
tune-up as they vie for a fourth
consecutive Ohio Valley Conference championship April 28-30 in
Cookeville, Tenn.
MSU trailed team champion Arkansas State by just one stroke after
Friday's first round, but ASU fired
a second-round 302 to finish with a
score of 619. The Lady Racers
closed with a 314 Saturday — four
shots better than Frido's round —
to come in second at 632.
Tennessee Tech was third at
637, followed by Austin Peay State
(638), Ohio (641), Toledo (643),
host Eastern Kentucky (644), Western Kentucky (650), Eastern Michigan (657), Youngstown State (665).
Evansville (679), Butler (683),
HOT ROD.. Seattle shortstop Alex Rodriguez did his damage with the bat, going 4-for-5 with
three home runs and seven RBIs to lead the Mariners past the Toronto Blue Jays 19-7 Sunday
in Skydome.

Texas-Pan American (689), Cum- Wright State (881) and Western
berland (705), Oakland (713). and Kentucky (883).
Belmont and Franklin tied for 16th
Evansville and Oakland tied for
at 714.
seventh at 887, two shots better
MSU senior Jessica Widman than Murray State and Detroit
tied for fourth with a 13-over-par Mercy. Cleveland State followed at
155 (79-76).just three shots behind 895.
Butler and Bowling Green
Arkansas State's co-medalists
State tied for 12th at 896, Southern
Amanda Beeler and Sheltie Wen- Illinois carded a 916 and Vincennes
zel. Lady Racer freshman Stepha- closed the field with a
943.
nie Baskey tied for 14th at 158 (7979), while sophomore Megan Rees
Freshman Brandon Henson led
tied for 16th at 159 (78-81) and the Racers by tying for 17th in the
senior Jenny Daag, the two-time 81-golfer tournament with a 220
defending OVC individual cham- (73-77-70), nine shots behind indipion, tied for 36th at 164(86-78).
vidual titlist Eric Willenbrink of
Men's Golf
Eastern Kentucky.
Junior Michael Calef tied for
YORKTOWN, Ind. — Murray
State tied for ninth place at the 15- 24th at 221 (74-75-72), junior Jerteam Ball State Invitational Sunday emy Grantham finished alone in
36th with a 224 (78-74-72) and
at The Players Club.
The host Cardinals won a play- sophomore Matt Stark tied for 37th
off over Eastern Kentucky after fin- at 225 (74-74-77).
MSU has also completed its
ishing atop the regulation leaderboard with three-round scores of regular-season schedule and awaits
875. Indiana-Purdue-Indianapolis the 20(Xl OVC Championship April
was three strokes back in third, fol- 24-25 at the Tennessean Golf
lowed by Youngstown State (880), Course in Paris, Tenn.

Racers runners-up at ASU

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
JONESBORO, Ark. — The
Murray
State men's track and field
eight straight.
team came in second out of 10
Seattle outscored the Blue Jays
47-22 in the series, which included teams at the Arkansas State Classic
an 11-9 win Friday and a 17-6 vic- Saturday, while the MSU women
finished seventh out of 13 teams.
tory Saturday.
Host Arkansas State won the
"They really put it to us this
men's
meet with 159 points, 48
weekend and showed who is boss,"
Toronto catcher Darrin Fletcher ahead of the Racers. Southwest
Missouri State was third with 109,
said. "They bombed us."
followed by Mississippi (102),
In other games, New York beat Southeast Missouri State (53), RhoKansas City 8-4, Cleveland edged des (51), Harding (44), Southern IlTexas 2-1, Tampa Bay defeated
linois(32), Missouri-Rolla (23)and
Detroit 7-6. Boston beat Oakland 6- Hendrix (14).
5, Baltimore blanked Minnesota 5Southwest Missouri State won
0 and Anaheim beat Chicago 3-1.
the women's title with 171 points.
At Toronto, Carlos Delgado hit followed by Eastern Illinois (144),
two homers for the Blue Jays.
Arkansas State (126), Mississippi
Freddy Garcia (2-1) won despite (116), Southern Illinois (101).
allowing six runs and 11 hits in five Southeast Missouri State (31.5), the
innings. Chris Carpenter (0-3) was Lady Racers(25.5), Missouri-Rolla
pounded for eight runs and 11 hits (21), Rhodes (17), Harding (16.5),
in 3 1-3 innings.
Arkansas Tech (11), Mississippi
College(5)and Hendrix (2).
Yankees 8, Royals 4
Senior Kenny Shields led the
Jim Leyritz broke a 4-4 tie in the
MSU
men with a victory in the
seventh with a solo homer off Chris
Fussell (1-1), his first hit of the sea- 400-meter dash with a season-best
time of 46.72 seconds — the secondson.
Ricky Ledee had two doubles fastest time in the Ohio Valley
and three RBIs for the Yankees, Conference this spring. Senior
who swept their first homestand of Brian Recktenwald won the 800the season 5-0, including three wins meter run in a season-best one minagainst the Royals, who came in 8- ute and 54.96 seconds while sophomore Jon Cargill took the hammer
3 with eight wins in nine games.
throw
with a distance of 160 feet
Mike Sweeney his league-leadand
two
inches.
ing seventh homer and tied it with a
Cargill also claimed fourth with
seventh-inning RBI single off Jeff
a heave of 132-11 in the discus
Nelson (3-0).
while senior Kevin Smudrick
Indians 2, Rangers 1
placed second in the triple jump,
Jim Thome's one-out homer into leaping 47-8, and third in the 110the Indians' bullpen followed meter hurdles with a 15.13, both
Manny Ramirez's shot in the ninth. season-best efforts. Junior Jerry
The drives, off John Wetteland (0- Babbage grabbed second in the 110
1), were the 201st career homers hurdles and fourth in the 400 hurfor each player.
dles with times of 14.76(a seasonbest) and 57.27, respectively.

Rodriguez powers Mariners
By The Associated Press
Alex Rodriguez nearly hit for
the cycle — the home-run cycle.
"I've never had a game like
this," he said Sunday after homering three times and driving in seven
runs during the Seattle Mariners
19-7 rout of the Toronto Blue Jays.
Rodriguez was 4-for-5 with five
runs scored, hitting a solo homer in
the first inning, a two-run shot in

the fourth and his seventh career
grand slam in the eighth.
"I've dreamt about having a
game like this, but I never thought
it would happen," he said. John Olerud went 4-for-4 and
scored three times, and Jay Buhner
homered, doubled and had five
RBIs. The Mariners, who had 22
hits, completed a three-game sweep
at SkyDome, where they've won
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MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
W
L Pct. GB
7
Florida
6 538
—
6
6 500 1/2
Atlanta
Montreal
6
6 500 1/2
1
6
7 462
New York
1
Philadelphia
5
6 455
Central Division
W
L Pct. GB
—
5 615
St. Louis
8
Cincinnati
6
6 500 1 1/2
6
6 500 1 1/2
Milwaukee
6
8 429 21/2
Chicago
5
7 417 2 1/2
Houston
7 417 2 1/2
Pittsburgh
5
West Division
W
L Pct. GB
9
3 750
—
Arizona
7
5 .583
2
Los Angeles
7
6 .538 2 1/2
Colorado
7
6 538 2 1/2
San Diego
6
3
9 250
San Francisco

AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W
L Pct. GB
New York
—
3 .727
8
Baltimore
7
5 .583 1 1/2
Boston
7
5 .583 1 1/2
Tampa Bay
8 .385
4
5
Toronto
4
9 308
5
Central Division
W
I.. Pct. GB
Cleveland
8
4 .667 —
1
Kansas City
8
6 .571
7
6 .538 1 1/2
Chicago
4
8 .333
Detroit
4
4
10 .286
Minnesota
5
West Division
W
L Pct. GB
Seattle
8
4 667 —
Anaheim
7
5 .583
1
Texas
6
6 .500
2
Oakland
4
8 .333
4

The Racers' 400-meter relay
team also earned a victory, clocking in at a season-best 41.65, while
sophomore James Smith improved
his 2000 time in the 3,0(K) steeplechase by almost 20 seconds in placing fourth at 9:51.99.
Junior Amy Williams and

sophomore Natalie Chandler were
the top individual performers for
the Lady Racers. Williams was second in the hammer throw (a seasonhest 143-11) and fifth in the shot
put (39-7 3/4) while Chandler
placed third in the high jump, clearing a L•ason-hcsi 5-3 3/4.

SPORTS BRIEFS

MIKE OHSTROM'Ledger 8. Times photo

KUDOS...Murray State men's tennis team members Sebastian Venjar (second from left) and Tony Hardman received
their senior awards from Racer head coach Mel Purcell
(left) and MSU assistant athletic director Margaret Simmons during Saturday's match against Eastern Illinois
at the Bennie Purcell Tennis Courts.

MSU's Reese picked 70th in USBL Draft
Former Murray State point guard Aubrey Reese, the 1999-2000 Ohio Valley Conference men's basketball player of the year, was the 70th pick in
Fridays United States Basketball League, taken by New Jersey.
The 11-team USBL, which begins its season in a week, is in its 15th
year of serving as a stepping stone to the Continental Basketball Association, the official feeder league to the National Basketball Association.
Reese and former Racer teammate Isaac Spencer recently competed in
a pre-NBA draft camp in Portsmouth, Ohio.
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Redskins, Jets leave mark on draft
NFL teams dip into deep receiv

NEW YORK(AP)— The Washington Redskins might have turned
themselves into Super Bowl
favorites. The New York Jets might Brown (Cleveland) and LaVar
have found a pass rush and their Arrington (Washington), drew plenfuture quarterback. And a deep ty of attention — Nebraska in
receiving corps stamped its imprint 1984 was the last school to have
on the opening round of the NFL players go 1-2 — Florida State
draft which included, for the first placekicker Sebastian Janikowski
probably was the headliner.
time in 21 years, a kicker.
The Oakland Raiders, who lost
One day later, 52 defensive backs
and 34 wideouts had been select- five games in which a timely field
ed, and the University of Ten- goal would have changed the outnessee saw a draft-high nine Vol- come, took the powerful Janikowski 17th overall. Russell Erxleben
unteers chosen.
Although the first two picks on was the 11th choice in 1979. by
Saturday, Penn State's Courtney New Orleans, but otherwise, kick-

ing corps

ers generally are ignored so early trespassing when he refused to
— or even later on.
leave.
"At the combine, I don't believe
If convicted, Janikowski could
he missed a kick," Raiders coach be deported.
Jon Gruden said.
"We did a lot of research on
Oakland's gamble is com- this young man," Gruden said.
pounded by Janikowski having been "We feel we have an environment
charged with attempted bribery. with • our veteran players and our
Janikowski, a native of Poland, coaching staff for this young man
allegedly offered a police officer to flourish."
in Tallahassee, Fla., $300 to release
Not only did the Raiders add
his roommate from custody. The Janikowski, who regularly booms
roommate had been denied serv- kickoffs deep into the end zone,
ice at a club and was arrested for but they took the best available

punter in the draft, Shane Lech- co Burress went eighth
to Pittsler of Texas A&M,in the fifth round. burgh, and Florida's
Travis Taylor
Lechler averaged an NCAA-record was taken 10th by Baltimor
e, which
44.7 yards on 268 punts during a also selected Tenness
ee RB Jarnal
four-year college career.
Lewis in the fifth spot.
While the kickers got some time
Kansas City grabbed Jackson
in the draft spotlight, the receivers State's Sylvester Morris
at No. 21
dominated it early, and the defen- and Jacksonville got Souther
n Calsive backs easily were the most ifornia's R. Jay Soward
at No. 29.
popular commodity.
"We wanted depth, speed and
Five wideouts went in the open- more people on the field that
peoing round, three in the top 10. ple have to pay attentio
n to,"
Cincinnati took Florida State All- Jaguars coach Tom Coughli
n said.
America Peter Wanick in the fourth
Added Baltimore vice president
slot after Washington made Alaba- of player personnel Ozzie
Newma tackle Chris Samuels the third some, "We needed running
backs
overall pick. Michigan State's Plaxi- and receivers."

Racers win
last home
match 6-1

Lady Racers claim
pair of matches

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The Murray State men's tennis
team closed out its home schedule with a 6-1 win over visiting
Ohio Valley Conference rival Eastern Illinois Saturday.
Murray State (8-13, 3-3 OVC)
won five of the six singles matches and swept all three doubles
matches to win the doubles point.
In singles play, sophomore Nikola Aracic won at No. I singles
over Lukasz Pluta 6-3, 6-1 while
sophomore Thiago Gondim won
at No. 2 singles over Matt Sadler
6-2, 6-2. Junior Alex Sundsten
won at No. 3 singles over Andy
Baker 6-1, 6-2. Junior Sabastian
Venjar won at No. 4 singles over
Jason Braun 6-1, 6-4 while freshman Craig Mione won at No. 5
singles over Sergey Mirnov 6-7.
6-3. winning the tie-breaking game
10-8.
ElU's Kyle White won at No.
6- singles over freshman Bryan
Meurer 6-3, 6-1.
In doubles play. Gondim and
Sundsten won at No. 1 doubles
over Baker and Pinta 8-3 in the
eight-game pro set while Aracic
and Venjar teamed to win at No.
2 doubles over Sadler and White
MIKE OHSTROM/Ledger & Times photo
8-2 and Meurer-Mione combined
WINNING MOMENT...Murray State's Jaime Lee returns a
shot
during
double
s play Saturday against
at No. 3 doubles to beat BraunBelmont. Lee teamed with Jennifer Liles to defeat Katie
Kelsey-Kristina Mukhisyan 8-1. The Lady
Jeff Rhodes 9-8.
Racers beat the Bruins and OVC rival Eastern Illinois for
a doubleheader sweep.

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The Murray State women's tennis team swept a home
doubleheader Saturday, beating Belmont 6-3 in a morning
match before downing Ohio Valley Conference rival Eastern
Illinois 8-1 in an afternoon tilt.
The wins were the third and fourth straight for the Lady
Racers (12-11, 8-1 OVC) and the 10th and 11th victories
in their last 12 matches.
Against Belmont, senior Nina Sartz-Knudsen won at No.
1 singles against Starr Steffner 7-5, 6-4 while freshman
Erica Heshelman won at No. 2 singles over Gerda Redmond
6-1, 6-4.
Sophomore Maria Alonte won at No. 4 singles over Lides
Valera 7-5, 6-4 while freshman Cheryl Graham won at No.
5 singles over Katie Kelsey 6-0, 6-4 and junior Gina Katona
won at No. 6 singles over Vera Castleberry 6-4, 2-6, 6-3.
Belmont's Paige Resha won at No. 3 singles over junior
Juliana Hite 6-1, 6-4.
Belmont took three doubles matches, with Redmond and
Stefner winning at No. 1 doubles over Alonte and Hite 86 in the eight-game pro set. Resha-Valera won at No. 3
doubles over Graham and freshman Annette Steen 8-6.
MSU freshman Jaime Lee and Jennifer Liles won at No.
3 doubles over Kelsey-Kristina Mukhisyan 8-1.
Against Eastern Illinois (3-18, 0-7), Murray swept all six
singles matches and took two out of the three doubles matches for the victory.
Sartz-Knudgen, win over Yovita Widyadhanna 6-0, 6-2
while Heshelman beat Dinah i DeSilva 6-2, 6-2 and Alonte
topped Barb Wolfe 6-0, 6-0.
Steen downed Kristi Martin 6-7, 7-5, winning the tiebreaker 10-7. Katona won at No. 5 singles over Sarah Stork
6-1, 6-2. The No. 6 singles match was defaulted to MSU.
Heshelman-Sartz-Knudsen won at No. 1 doubles over
DeSilva-Widyadhanna 8-1, but Martin and Wolfe were able
to win at No. 2 doubles over Lee and Liles 8-6. The No.
3 doubles match was defaulted to Murray State.

Lakers top Martin Westview

Staff Report
aged just five hits while Westview
The Lakers are scheduled to
Murray Ledger & Times
committed four errors; CCHS was host St. Mary today at 6:30
p.m.
MARTIN, Tenn. — The Cal- mistake-free in the field.
before heading on a pivotal fourloway County baseball team is
After Mark Chamberlain opened
now undefeated in two states, hav- the key surge with a single, Charg- game road trip - Fourth District
ing beaten Martin Westview 4-3 er pitcher Colin Lester threw Ryan's foe Marshall County Tuesday, Lone
Saturday to improve to 8-3 on the double-play grounder into center Oak Thursday and Muhlenberg
year - a perfect 6-0 in Kentucky field. Adam Scott then walked to South and Daviess County Saturand 1-0 in Tennessee.
load the bases for Owen's single day in Owensboro.
"We'll play four tough teams
Tony Ryan (2-1) scattered seven up the middle, scoring Chamberon the road, and two of them are
hits while striking out four and lain and Ryan.
walking one in going the distance
Matt Keel reached on a field- ranked, so this week is our big
for the Lakers, pitching a no-hit- er's choice to fill the diamond test to see what we can do," said
ter through the first three frames once again, setting up Morris' RBI CCHS head coach Bill Cowan.
against the host Chargers (4-10). single and Aaron Cowan's sacri"This is one of the toughest
Meanwhile. Willie Morris went fice fly, plating Owen.
schedules we've had since this
2-for-4 with a double and an RBI
Westview answered with a Colin school went to the regional final
and Jeff Owen keyed Calloway's Lester RBI single in the fifth and in 1994, but we understa
nd that
four-run third with a two-run sin- two runs in the sixth behind Mick- you don't get
better and you don't
gle to give Ryan all the offense ey Dobson's leadoff home run and get
very far past the district playhe would need. The Lakers man- Lester's RBI single.
offs if you don't play good teams."
MIKE OHSTROM/Ledger & Times

photo
GET BACK!...Murray State's Billy Moore slides back into first
base on a pick-off
attempt during the 'Breds' 4-1 victory over Belmont Saturday. The
win was MSU's sixth
straight. mar:..ing the club's longest winning streak of the season
.

'Breds win sixth straight
Staff Report
ble in the bottom of the eighth in two innings. Senior right-hanMurray Ledger & Times
inning that provided some much- der Jason Glosser picked up his
The Murray State Thorough- needed insurance.
Ohio Valley Conference-leading
Shortstop Chris Johnson went fifth save, retiring the side in
breds claimed their sixth straight
victory Saturday, downing Bel- 2-for-5 with two runs while soph- the ninth inning with two strikeomore left fielder Billy Moore outs.
mont 4-1 at Reagan Field.
The victory marked MSU's went 2-for-3 with a run and junJason Anderegg (5-5) took the
longest winning streak of the sea- ior third baseman Preston Weath- loss for Belmont, allowing four
son and also notched the 'Breds' erly went 2-for-4.
runs on 14 hits, striking out three
Sophomore left-hander Aaron and walking three in 7-2/3 innings.
10th consecutive home win, a
record for the current Reagan Russelburg threw a no-hitter for Brandon Jaggers came on in the
4-2/3 innings and retired 13 eighth inning, allowing no runs
Field.
straight batters from the last out on no hits, striking out one
in
The school record for conof the first inning to the second one-third of an inning.
secutive home wins is II, set
out of the fifth. Russelburg (4Murray State hits the road this
during the 1982 season. Murray
5) allowed only one unearned Tuesday for a 6 p.m. game
at
(16-17) has now won 13 of its
run on two hits, striking out five Memphis. The 'Breds'(8-3
OVC)
last 16 games after starting the over six
innings.
return home for a three-game
season 1-12.
Junior lefty Preston Hesley series against Middle Tenness
ee
Jason Varitek led the 'Breds came on in the seventh
inning, State. with a 2 p.m. doubleheader
at the plate with a 3-for-.5 per- allowing no runs on one
hit, on Friday and a 1 p.m. contest
formance, including two-run dou- striking out one and walking one on Saturday
.

Braves defeat Brewers;
brace for Rocker's return

By BEN WALKER
AP Baseball Writer
The real adventure is about to
begin for the Atlanta Braves. Now
pitching. John Rocker.
Playing their last game before
Rocker returns from his two-week
suspension, the Braves did not
need their relief ace Sunday. Mike
Remlinger came out of the bullpen
and preserved a 2-1 win at Milwaukee.
The Braves are off today. then
play Tuesday night at home against
Philadelphia. That's when Rocker
comes back — he was penalized
for criticizing minorities, foreigners and gays in a magazine interJOHN ROCKER
view.
Returns Tuesday
"I don't think it will be a problem when we're in Atlanta." Braves had nothing to say about his return.
"He's already been welcomed
manager Bobby Cox said. "John
still has many fans in Atlanta. I'm back by our team," third baseman
not worried about it."
Chipper Jones said. "Now it's just
Rocker was with the Braves at a question of the fans welcoming
County Stadium for workouts. He him back. Then we go on the

road."
In other games, San Diego beat
Houston 13-3; Florida edged Chicago 6-5 in 10 innings; Cincinnati
defeated Los Angeles 5-3; Philadelphia downed Montreal 5-4; and
New York topped Pittsburgh 129. St. Louis split with Colorado
in a doubleheader, winning the
opener 9-3 and dropping the nightcap 14-13. Arizona was rained out
at San Francisco.
Terry Mulholland (1-2) pitched
eight strong innings on a cold and
drizzly day at Milwaukee. Remlinger, who has taken over in
Rocker's absence, finished for his
third save.
"This closing stuff is easy," Remlinger said. "We're finally coming
together in the bullpen. and Rock
coming back can only help that."
Everett Stull (0-1) made his
first major league start and began
the game with six straight balls

